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INTRODUCTION 
The history of the function 
cp(X) = fi (1 - Xfi) 
n=l 
begins with its power series expansion found by Euler in 1748: 
&t’) = f (-1)kL~‘3”“+“‘!2~ 
k=-02 
In 1828 Jacobi obtained the expansion 
y(X)3 = i (4k + 1) X2ka+p, 
7:=--m 
which Macmahon has called “one of the most remarkable formulas in all pure 
mathematics.” Gauss has found two no less elegant formulas: 
d42 -= 
&~2) 
kzm (- 1)“Xk: 
The function 71(X) = x1/24~(X) is called the Dedekind T-function. The 
significance of this function depends on the fact that q(e2niz) is a modular 
form as a function of 2: in the upper half-plane. The 24th power of 7 is a modular 
form of smallest weight relative to the full modular group and its expansion 
has 7(n), the Ramanujan function, as coefficients. 
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Jacobi’s expansion for TV is a consequence of Jacobi’s triple product 
identity of two variables: 
In 1928 Watson found quintuple product identity of two variables 
-fj (1 - y”)(l - s”t)(l -- s+lt-l)(l - S2n-lp)(1 _ s2n-lt-2) 
-f ( S(3n%n)/2 t3n _ t3n-1 1, 
n=--05 
which is of great importance in combinatorial analysis (see [l I] for historical 
notes on this identity). In particular, some specializations of it give new identities 
for v(X) (Gordon, 1961). 
In 1972 MacDonald found for each (reduced) affine root system a multi- 
variable identity [l], the simplest cases of which are the triple and quintuple 
product identities. In the author’s 1974 note [2] MacDonald’s identities were 
interpreted as Weyl denominator formula for infinite-dimensional contragredient 
Lie algebras G(A) of finite growth. A simple interpretation of the mysterious 
extra factors in MacDonald identies was found: these factors correspond to 
the imaginary roots of algebra G(A), whereas the rest of the factors correspond 
to the real (= affine) roots. In fact in note [2] a more general result was obtained. 
It was demonstrated that both the Weyl character and the denominator formula 
for a finite-dimensional representation of a simple Lie algebra are true for any 
Lie algebra G(A) with a symmetrizable Cartan matrix and any representation 
of G(A) with the dominant highest weight. 
Various specializations and forms of MacDonald’s identities give nu- 
merous power series expansions for certain functions of the form lli Tag 
(Ul, [31, [41,...). Th ere are connections of this identity with Laplacians on the 
compact Lie groups 131, modular forms and elliptic curves 119, 201 etc. 
The first part of the present article (Sects. 1 and 2) is devoted to a generaliza- 
tion of the results of note [2] to contragredient Lie superalgebras (Theorems 1 
and 2). The main notions and facts of Lie superalgebra theory can be found 
in [5]. In the particular case of Lie superalgebras of finite growth we obtain 
multivariable identities for all nonreduced affine root systems. Meantime we 
state various properties of the root system, the Weyl group, the representations, 
etc., for the Lie superalgebras G(A, T), which were proved in the Lie 
algebra case in [2, 6, 71. 
In the second part of this article (Sect. 3) we consider a general construction 
of specialization of a multivariable identity, associated with automorphisms of 
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finite order of simple Lie algebras or superalgebras (cf. [9 and 41). This specializa- 
tion gives an expansion for a function of the form IJ Tag if and only if 
the corresponding automorphism is rational, i.e., its characteristic polynomial 
has rational coefficients. 
We here formulate the obtained result in the case of an inner automorphism (T 
of a simple Lie algebra G. Let H be a Cartan subalgebra, let G = H @ (0 GJ 
be the corresponding root decomposition, let d be a system of positive roots, 
a1 ,...> % be simple roots, 0 = C aiai be the highest root, p be the half-sum 
of positive roots. Let e, E G-, , ei E Gag be nonzero vectors. We take a sequence 
of nonnegative integers se ,..., s, without common factors and put m = xi aisi . 
Let E be a primitive root of unity of degree m. We define an automorphism u 
of G of order m by: 
U(Q) = EBki ) i = O,..., n. 
(any inner automorphism of order nt has this form). Let G = @ Gi be the 
correspondingZ/mZ-gradation. We put di = dim Gi . Let ( , ) be the canonical 
scalar product on H. We define a linear function h E H* by: 
(A, %) = si v i = I,..., n. 
In MacDonald’s article [I] the transition from y(X) to 7(X) uses the “strange 
formula” of Freudental-de Vries: 
I/ p [I2 = dim G/24. 
In this paper, for an analogous transition we too, need a formula, which we call 
the “very strange” formula: 
where nk = Cilk &W), 4 n is the classical Mobius function. The “very > 
strange” formula takes place for any rational automorphism u of finite order 
(Theorem 3). The proof uses the theory of modular forms. For identity auto- 
morphism this identity turns into the “strange formula.” 
Let W, be the affine Weyl group, i.e., the group of affine transformations 
of H* generated by reflections with respect to afhne hyperplanes 0 = 1, 
011 = o,..., 01~ = 0. Let S = fi / si = 01, let A, be the system of positive roots 
of G, which are linear combinations of CQ’S with i E S, ps being the half-sum 
of them, let W, be the subgroup of W, generated by those reflections for which 
i E S, and let Ws be the set of linear representatives of right cosets of the group 
generated by W, and all the translations in W. Let N be a lattice generated 
by all vectors a/II 01 /12, a: E A. For y E N we put 
d&4 = lj (Y + PS 9 MPS, 4 
&ELl 
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The identity corresponding to any automorphism u of order m has the following 
form: 
fj (1 - Xi)d-3dm 
= w&S 44 & dsb + W(P) _ P) ~m~llv+s~~~-~Ai2m~ll~-llP-(A/2~~ll*~~ (2) 
For a rational u identity (2) turns into 
n ,I(X”yQ = 1 “(W) c d,(y + w(p) - p) Xmllv+~(P)-(h/2m)lle. (3) 
z WE ws YEN 
In the simplest case G = A, , u is rational if and only if m = 1, 2, 3, 4, 6. The 
first four cases give the Jacobi, first Gauss, Euler and second Gauss identities 
respectively. The Gordon’s identities correspond to certain outer automorphisms 
of A,. The case m = 1 of (3) f or all simple Lie algebras was obtained by 
MacDonald [l] (and f or classical ones by Dyson). The second MacDonald’s 
formula in [l] corresponds to the outer automorphisms induced by isometries of 
Dynkin diagram. For the case s,, = 1 or 2 and sr = ... = s, = 1 identity (3) 
gives Lepowsky’s identities [4]. 
In the last section of this article we expound the character formula and also 
find an expansion of tensor products in several simplest cases. It gives new 
series of multivariable identities (3.38). It is interesting that in these examples 
the multiplicities of weights and the multiplicities of simple submodules in 
tensor products have a simple combinatorical meaning. 
The ground field k is algebraically closed of zero characteristic. Z, C Z C 
Q C R are the sets of nonnegative integral, integral, rational, and real numbers, -- 
respectively; Z, = Z/22 = (0, 1). The symbol (M) denotes the linear span 
over K of a subset of M of a linear space, the symbol @ the direct sum of K-spaces, 
and 0 the tensor product of &spaces over k. 
I am indebted to P. Deligne and D. Kazhdan for giving me the crucial 
ideas in the proof of the “very strange formula,” which originally was only a 
conjecture. I am grateful to A. Feingold and J. Lepowsky for information 
about their work, which inspired the last section of the article. The most 
important part of this information was the fact that the identities in [4] were 
obtained by the specialization of the form e-“* --f X”t, and the fact that the 
“canonical” specialization e- cL( + X of their identity (3.39) gives the Gauss, 
identity. I thank G. Andrews and I. Macdonald for having pointed out 
to me that identities (3.34) which originally were conjectures are true [l] and 
G.-C. Rota and R. Stanley for consultations in combinatorics. 
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1. CONTRAGREDIENT LIE SUPERALGEBRAS 
In this paragraph the results for the contragredient Lie algebras of articles [6J 
and [7] are extended to the Lie superalgebra case. Many of these results 
constitute the background and are not necessary for obtaining the main theorems, 
and their proofs are omitted or just sketched (especially if they are the same 
as for the Lie algebra case). The results of [7] are expounded in more detail, 
since it is not translated into English. 
We note one difference between the cases of algebras and superalgebras. 
While all the simple finite-dimensional Lie algebras belong to the considered 
class of algebras G(A), Cartan matrices of the most of finite-dimensional 
contragredient Lie superalgebras do not satisfy the restrictions considered here 
(cf. [5]). The single exception is B(0, n). Article [8] shows that it is not accidental: 
the Weyl identity is not true, because the one-dimensional representation 
is degenerate. So the considered class of algebras is narrower than the one 
considered in [5]. The general case is much more difficult (cf. [8]). 
1.1. DEFINITION. Let A = (a,Jb e an (n x n)-matrix with coefficients in Z 
and let 7 be a subset of the set I = {I, 2,..., n}. Suppose that the pair (A, T) 
satisfies the following conditions: 
aii = 2, i E I; aij<O if i#jeI; 
(1.1) 
aij = 0 if aii = 0; aii is even if i E 7. 
We denote by (?(A, T) the Lie superalgebra with generators ei , fi , hi , i E I, 
and the following defining relations (i, j E I): 
(ad ei)-%+'ej = (adfi)-Qi'lfj = 0 if i # j; 
deghi=Ti, dege,=degfi=o if if-r, 
degei = degfi = i if iEr. 
(1.2) 
Let H be the linear span of vectors hi , i E I, over K. We define the linear 
functions 01~ EH*, i E I, by the relations: 
ai = aji , jEI. 
Let F be the space over Q of all formal linear combinations of vectors oli, 
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i E I; we will consider an element of F as a linear function on H too. Let r 
be a lattice in F generated by ai’s. For OL = C k,cu, E I’, Ki E 2, , we denote by G, 
(or by G-,) the linear span of vectors [... [eil , eiz],..., e,,] (or [... [fi,,fi,l,...,fi,l 
respectively), where 01~ + ... + ai, = (u; we put G,, = H. It gives a r-gradation 
of G(A, 7) (for the proof see [a): 
Lie superalgebra G(A, T) contains a unique maximal r-graded ideal R for which 
R n H = 0. We put G(A, T) = G(A, Q-)/R. The images in G(A, T) of ei, fi, 
hi , Hand Ga will be denoted ei , fi , hi, Hand G, , respectively. The elements 
ei , fi , hi , i E I, are linearly independent in G(A, T) [6]. 
Lie superalgebra G(A, ) 7 is called a contragredient Lie superalgebra, the matrix 
A is called the Cartan matrix of G(A, T) and n is called the rank of G(A, T). 
If 7 = 4 we have the contragredient Lie algebra G(A, 4) = G(A). 
Note that if A is a decomposable matrix, i.e., if it becomes of the form 
($ ;,) under some simultaneous permutation of rows and columns, then 
G(A, T) ‘v G(A, , TV) @ G(A, , T2), where 7 = r1 U T2 is the corresponding 
decomposition. 
Note also that C = {h = z yihi / xi aijyi = 0, j E I} is the center of G(A, T) 
Fl- 
The Lie superalgebra G(A, T) h as an automorphism w of period 4 (w is of 
order 2 if T = $), which is uniquely determined by the relations: 
w(e,) = -(-l)deB”ifi, 4fd = -ei , w(hi) = -hi , iEI. 
Let A’ = (aii) be a matrix which is obtained from A by dividing the ith 
row by 2 and multiplying the ith column by 2 for every i E 7. The following 
lemma is evident. 
LEMMA 1.1. The Lie superalgebra G(A, T) contains a subalgebra withgenerators 
e; = ei , f  1 = fi , hi = hi, i $ 7; e; = [ei , eJ4, f;  = -[fi , fi]/4, hj = hJ2, 
i E T, which is isomorphic to a factor algebra of the Lie algebra G(A’). 
1.2. ROOT DECOMPOSITION. From the existence of the automorphism w it 
follows that dim G, = dim G-, . If G, # 0, 01 is called the positive root of 
multiplicity dim G, . Let d be the set of all positive roots, taken with their 
multiplicities. Elements of A u --A are called roots. Note that 
dim G,, = 1, i E I; dim G 2ai = 1, iE 7. (1.3) 
The second relation follows from the fact that [ei , eJ # 0 if i E T. We call 
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II = {ai , i E I> the set of simple roots and ff = {ai , i E I; 2q , i E r> the set 
of nonreduced simple roots. 
We have the usual root decomposition: 
1.3. THE WEYL GROUP. In view of the fact that the Cartan matrix can be 
degenerate, it is appropriate to define the Weyl group as follows. We put P = 
H* @F, if 9 = h + OL EP, then q(h) = h(h) + a(h), h E H. By the Weyl group W 
we mean the group of automorphisms of the Q-space P, generated by reflections 
Y,, , i E I, which are defined by the relations: 
We identify F with the subspace 0 + FE P; since this subspace is W-invariant, 
the group W acts also on F. 
LEMMA 1.2. Let V be a G-module, where G = G(A, T) or G(A, T), with the 
following properties: V = BAEP V, , GJ VJ C V,,+lr , h,(vA) = h(h&, for ZIP E V, , 
and ei and fi , i E I, are locally nilpotent, i.e., for every v  E V there exists a k, for 
which eiR(v) = fik(v) = 0. Then 
(a) With respect to the 3-dimensional Lie subalgebra (ei , f j , hi) (see the 
statement of Lemma 1.1) V is a direct sum of $nite-dimensional submodules. 
(b) Let ri = (exp e,)(exp(-fJ)(exp e,), i E I. Then ri( VA) = Vr,;h) . 
Proof. For any v E V, the subspace (e;‘f is v, s, k E Z,} is finite-dimensional 
and is invariant under the Lie algebra (ei , hi , f ;) Y A,. This proves (a). There- 
fore, there exists a representation 4 of the group SL,(k) in V which corresponds 
to the representation of the Lie algebra (ei , hi , f;> in V. We put ui = 4(-T i). 
It is not difficult to check, that ui(v) = ri(z;), v E V, but it is well-known that 
ui( V,) = V,.# ,o) for a finite-dimensional SL,-module. 
1.4. GROWTH. Let G be a Lie superalgebra, and let S be a finite number 
of elements of G. We denote by d(S, n) the dimension of the linear span of the 
commutators of the elements from S with the length less than or equal to n. 
The number 
g(G) = ss”p Em [log d(S, n);log H] 
is called growth (or Gelfand-Kirillov dimension) of the Lie superalgebra G. 
607/30/2-2 
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Now let K be a Lie algebra with generators et , fi , i = 1,2, and h and the 
following defining relations: 
The following problem posed in [6] has not yet been solved: is algebra K 
simple ? In [a it is proved that K has only graded ideals and that every nonzero 
factor algebra of K is an algebra of infinite growth. 
In [6] all the Lie algebras G(A) = G(A, q5) of finite growth were classified. 
The following proposition generalizes this result. 
PROPOSITION 1.1. Every Lie superalgebra G(A, T) with a nondecomposable 
Cartan matrix, which does not occur in Tables O-4, has a P-graded subalgebra 
which is isomorphic to a nonzero factor-algebra of K. In particular, these super- 
algebras have infinite growth. 
Proof. It follows from the results of Chapter II [6], that if G(A, T) does 
not occur in Tables O-4, then G(A’) has a subalgebra which is isomorphic 
to a factor-algebra of K. Now the proposition follows from Lemma 1 .l . 
TABLE 0 
A, o-o-. . .--o--o 
B, o-o-...--0-o 
c, 0---0--“*--0~0 
7 D,, o--o---‘. .--o--o 
7 
E, o--o-o--o-o 
7 E, o--o--o--o--o--o 
0 
E, o--o-o--o--b-o--o 
W, n) o--o-.~.--o~. 
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TABLE 1 
(1) 
A, o=o 
I 1 
B"'(0, n) o=>-o-.'.--o*. 1 2 2 2 
The Lie superalgebra G(A, r) is denoted by a Dynkin diagram consisting of n 
nodes in Table 0 and n + 1 nodes in Tables l-4; the ith node is white if i $ T 
and black if i E 7. The ith and jth nodes are connected by max( 1 ajj /, 1 aj, I) 
segments; ik 1 aii 1 > 1 aii 1, these segments have an arrow, pointing towards the 
ith node. Numerical marks in Tables l-4 are the coefficients of linear dependence 
between the corresponding columns of the Cartan matrix A. 
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TABLE 2 
A@'(O, 2n - 1) o-o-o-. . --03. 
1 2 2 2 2 
A'2'(0, 3) o>e=o 
1 2 1 
cyn + 1) ;,;-...-,a. 
1 1 
C(2)(2) .=. 
1 1 
TABLE 3 
TABLE 4 
A'4'(0, 2n) oto-. . .---o=s. 
1 1 1 1 
A'Q(O, 2) ;=; 
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PROPOSITION 1.2. (a) The Lie superalgebras G(A, T) of Table 0 are simple 
finite-dimensional. 
(b) The Lie superalgebras G(A, T) of Tables l-4 are injnite-dimensional 
and of growth 1. 
(c) Let G(A, 7) be a Lie superalgebra of Tables l-4 with the Dynkin diagram 
L(;). Then for every node p, of L’“’ with numerical mark a, there exists an auto- 
morphism of order m = ka, of the simple Lie superalgebra L with the corresponding 
Z/mZ-gradation L = @Li which satisJies the following properties: 
(i) L, is a contragredient Lie superalgebra with the Dynkin diagram 
L”;’ - (p,}; 
(ii) Lo-module L, is a simple module with the highest weight fl = -01, 
and Lo-modules L, and L,-i are contragredient; 
(iii) G(A, 7)/C’ N Cov(L, o) = eipz xiLimod,,, CL Ofi k[x, x-l], where 
dim C = 1, x is an indeterminate, deg x = 0. 
Proof. (a) and ( ) c are proved as in [6] or [9, lo]. (b) follows from (c). 
In the same way as in [7] we obtain the following: 
PROPOSITION 1.3. The Lie superalgebra G(A, T) with an indecomposable Cartan 
matrix A, which does not occur in Tables l-4, is simple module C. 
1.5. BILINEAR INVARIANT FORM. A bilinear form ( , ) on a Lie superalgebra 
G = G% @ Gi is called supersymmetric if 
(a, b) = (-1) (degaNdegb)(b, a) 
and invariant if 
(a, [b, cl) = ([a, 4, 4 for a, b, c E G. 
PROPOSITION 1.4. Let G(A, T) b e a contragredient Lie superalgebra with 
an indecomposable Cartan matrix. 
(a) If A satisfies the following conditions 
aiXieaizi3 *** a+, = ai,i,aj,iz *a* ai,ilr forany 1 <i,,...,i,,<n (S) 
then G(A, r) has a unique up to a constant factor bilinear supersymmetric invariant 
form ( , ) with the properties 
(hi 3 hi) > 0, iEI; (G , G,J = 0 if 01 # -8. (1.4) 
(b) If G(A, 7) does not occur in Tables l-4 and (S) holds, then G(A, T) 
has a unique up to a constant factor bilinear invariant form. 
(c) If (S) does not hotd then G(A, 7) has no nonzero bilinear invariant 
-forms. 
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The proof is the same as in [6] and [7]. 
A Cartan matrix A which satisfies the conditions (S) is called symmetrizable. 
A bilinear supersymmetric invariant form on G(A, T) is called standard if 
the properties (1.4) hold. 
PROPOSITION 1.5. Let G(A, T) b e a contragredient Lie superalgebra with a 
symmetrizable Cartan matrix and let ( , ) be a standard form on G(A, 7). Then 
(a) [e, , e-J = (e, , e-,)h, for e, E G, , ewrr E G-, , where h, E 23, h, # 0, 
(h,, hi) = ol(hJ, SEA, iEI. 
(b) Ker( , ) = C. 
(c) There exists a W-invariant bilinear form ( , ) on the space P, for which 
i. (a, B) = (h, , h,& 01, B E A. 
ii. (X, q) = Q(q , q) h(hi), h E P, ie1. 
iii. (01, a) > 0 for OL Eff. 
iv. The restriction of ( , ) on F is nonnegative if and only if G(A, T) 
OCCUYS in Tables O-4. 
For a proof see [q or [21]. 
Remark. From (c)ii we have: aij = 2(ai , q)/(q) q) and for the matrix 
D = diag(2/(a,, ~r),..., 2/(cz,, an)) we have: A = D((cq , ai)). So clearly A 
is symmetrizable if and only if it is a product of a symmetric and a diagonal 
matrices (cf. [21]). 
1.6. ROOTS. We put A, = (a E A 1 G, C G(A, T)“}, Y = 0, i. The roots of A-, 
(or AI) are called positive evelz (or respectively, positive odd). 
Let Are be the set of the positive roots which can be transformed by the group 
W to one of the nonreduced simple roots OL E ff. The roots of Are are called 
positive real. We note that if ol E A re, W(E) = ai , the transformation r, = wu-lr,,w t 
is the reflection relative to the root 01. 
The roots of Aim = A - Are are called positive imaginary [6]. 
The roots of &A, , &Ax , &Are, &Aim are called eve72, odd, real or imaginary 
respectively. 
PROPOSITION 1.6. (a) The sets A, u -Ati, Ai u -Ai, Are u -Are and 
Aim are W-invariant. 
(b) A real root a has the following properties: 
i. dimG,= 1; 
ii. ifkarisarootthenk = 51 ifarisevenandk = &l, +2ifaisodd; 
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. . . 
111. ; f  /3 is a root, th en the set of the roots of the form /3 + ka is an 
arithmetic progression /3 - pa,..., ,!3 - 01, /3 ,..., ,6 + qa with p - q =/3(h), where 
(hj = [G,, G-J, h = C kihi , ki EZ+, a(h) = 2; 
iv. if the matrix A is symmetrizable and ( , ) is a standard form, 
then (OL, a) > 0 and p - q = 2(01, /3)/(a, a). 
(c) An imaginary root a: has the following properties: 
i. kol E &A for every integer k; 
ii. there exists w E W for which (wa)(hi) ,< 0 for all i E I; 
iii. if the matrix A is symmetrixable and ( , ) is a standard form, 
then(ol, a) < 0. 
Every one of these three properties is equivalent to IX’S being imaginary. 
Proof is the same as in [6]. 
Remark. It follows from [6j that if A is symmetrizable and a! is an imaginary 
root with (OL, a) # 0, then Em,,, dim Gka = co. 
PROPOSITION 1.7. The root systems of G(A, T) and (?(A, T), without taking 
into account the multiplicities, are the same. In particular, R C eusfdirn G, . 
Proof. The root system is defined uniquely by the properties: 
(a) kori is a root iff k = fl, irzl and k = 32, iEr, 
(b) oli - aj is not a root for i # j, 
(c) if 01 is a root, then the set 01+ koli is an arithmetic progression: 
01 - poli ye*.) Cd,*.., a + qoLi , where p - 4 = ol(hJ. 
The root o is called strictly imaginary [7], if 01 is imaginary and for every 
real root j3 one of OL & /3 is a root. 
Let Asim be the set of all positive strictly imaginary roots. Let Cre, Cim 
and Csb= be the sets of rays generated by all the vectors of Are, Aim, and Dim, 
respectively. We put C(A) = Ctm CF@o R, where the bar means the 
Hausdorff closure. 
PROPOSITION 1.8. Let G(A, T) be a contragredient Lie superalgebra with 
an indecomposable Cartan matrix. Then 
(a) If (Y E Aim and 01 does not belong to any of the hyperplanes of jixed 
points of the rejections w-*rmiw, w E W, i E I, then a! E A*im. 
(b) Asim is a semigroup. 
-- 
(c) If  G(A, T) does not occur in Tables O-4, then C(A) = Cim = Firn is 
a solid convex W-invariant cone. 
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(d) If G(A, T) is contuined in Table 0, then Cim = o ; and if G(A, T) is 
contained in Table k, k # 0, then Aim = {s C aiai , s E Z,}, Asim = kAim 
(without taking into account the multiplicities) and C’im = C’sim is a ray. 
(e) C(A) is a convex hull of the set of limit points for C*e. 
(f) The Weil group W is a group with generators ri = rDLi , i E I, and the 
following defining relations: ri2 = 1, (rirj)mii = 1, i, j E I, where mij is given 
by the following table: 
aijaji 0 1 2 3 >4 
mij 2 3 4 6 co 
We will reproduce the proof from [7]. First we prove the following lemmas. 
LEMMA 1.3. I f  G(A, T) d oes not occur in Tables 04 and A is indecomposable, 
then there exists a positive root 01, for which cu(hJ < 0, i E I. Every such a root is 
strictly imaginary. 
Proof. If or(hJ < 0, i E I, then it follows from Proposition 1.6(b)iii, that 
01+ /3 E A for every positive real root fl and therefore 01 E Asim. 
Now, the same argument as in [6j gives us a positive root /3, for which 
p(hJ < 0, i 61 and /3(h,) < 0 for some s ~1. By Proposition 1.6(b) and (c), 
y = 38 + LYE is a root and r(hi) < 0 if p(hJ < 0 or qJhi) < 0. By repeating 
this reasoning several times we obtain the desired root, because A is an indecom- 
posable matrix. 
LEMMA 1.4. (a) I f  a! E Asim and or(h,) < 0, i E I, then 01 + /3 E A for every 
PEA. 
(b) I f  01 E Asim, p E Aim, then OT + p E Aim. 
Proof. We prove (a) by induction on the height C ki of the root /3 = C k,ai , 
ki E Z, . If ,!l E fl, the lemma follows from the definition of a strictly imaginary 
root and the Proposition 1.6(b) iii. If /3 is not simple then there exist i E I and 
k>Oforwhich~-kKoli~A,~-(k+l)ori~A.Byinduction,cu.+(~-kkor,)~A. 
But (a + /3 - kor,)(h,) = ol(h,) + (p - kor,)(h,) < -k. Therefore, using Propo- 
sition 1.6(b) we have (a + fi - kq) + kq = 01 + fl E A. 
(b) We can assume that ol(hJ < 0, i E I. Then by (a), OL + #I E A, 
(Y + 38 E A, 20r + (a + 38) = 3(~ + fl) E A. Therefore a + /3 E Aim by Proposi- 
tion 1.6(c). 
Proof of Proposition 1.8. (a) Evidently, (wol)(hJ < 0, i ~1, for a suitable 
w E W. By Lemma 1.3, WOI E A*im and so 01 E Asim. 
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(b) Let 01, fi E Dim. By Lemma 1.4(b), 01+ /3 E dim. Let now y E De, 
W(Y) = % ? h = W-l(hJ. W e h ave to prove that one of the roots 01+ /I & y 
is a root. If (a + p)(h) # 0, it is true by Proposition 1.6(b)iii. 
Let now (a + /3)(h) = 0. If ar(h) = 0, then 01 & y are roots since a: E dsim. 
There exists wi , for which zui(@(Q < 0, i E I. One of the roots wl(ol f y) 
is positive (otherwise zur(o1) is negative, which is impossible). Therefore, one 
of w&?) + zur(a & y) is a root by Lemma 1.4(a) and one of j3 + a: & y is a root. 
If or(h) # 0, then either a(h) < 0, or P(h) < 0. Let for definiteness a(h) = 
K < - 1. Then 01 + y is a root and 301 + 3y is a root (since 3c@) = 3R), 
therefore 01 + y E dim and j? + a: + y E d by Lemma 1.4(b). 
(c) Lemma 1.3 gives us a root a E dsim, for which a(hJ < 0, i EI. 
Therefore, the span of vectors cz, raia!, i E I gives F. Now (c) follows from (b). 
(d) follows from Proposition 1.2. (e) follows from Proposition 1.6(b)iii. 
(f) The written relations are evidently true. Suppose that G(A, 7) does 
not occur in Tables O-4. Let Co(A) be the open kernel of the cone C(A) and 
M = Co(A) n {a EF @ R j or(hJ < 0, i ~1). Then evidently Co(A) = (JwEw U(M) 
and zu,(MO) n wa(Ma) = $ if wi # ws . A standard argument (see, for example, 
[12]) shows that the written relations are the defining ones. 
Since the algebra G(A, T) from Tables O-4 can be extended to an algebra which 
does not occur in these Tables, (f) also holds for the algebras from Tables M. 
COROLLARY. Let G(A, T) be a contragredient Lie superalgebra with the indecom- 
posabb Cartan matrix. 
(a) A contains a fixed relative to W nonzero root 01 if and only if G(A, T) 
belongs to Tables 14. (Such a root is a zero linear function on H). 
(b) If  17, = V, ,..., ,&I is a linear independent system of roots, for which 
every root 01 can be written in the form 01= $ C k,/$ , ki E 2, , then there exists a 
(unique) w E W, for which W(IQ = &II. 
Proof. (a) follows from the proof of (f). 
To prove (b) we note, that from the proof of (f) it follows that either Aim 
or -Aim belongs to L = (C k& , ki E Z+>. We can assume that Aim CL. 
From the finiteness of the set {a E A 1 1 cY(hi)j < k, i EI} it follows now 
that the set (-Are) n L is finite. 
Now if Are CL, then II = I& ; but if some -CQ EL, then evidently 
#(r&-Are) n L) < #(-Are n L). Aft er a finite number of steps we obtain 
w(-Are) n L = 4 and so w(D) CL. 
1.7. SOMEIMPORTANTFUNCTIONS. Let G(A, T) be a contragredient Lie super- 
algebra and W be its Weyl group. We consider the following equivalence 
relation on the set I = (l,..., n): i--j if oli and aj are W-equivalent. Let 
I = (JleES Ik be the corresponding partition. Then to any mapping 4: S -+ (&I} 
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we can associate a homomorphism $ of W into the multiplicative group {f I}, 
uniquely determined by the following relations: 
v%‘) = 4w9 where r,, E Ik . 
It follows from Proposition 1.8(f) that this definition is correct. The set of all 
homomorphisms W -+ { f l> consists of those described above. The most 
important among such homomorphisms are E, for which e(rOli) = -1, i E I, 
and E’, for which e’(rJ = 1, i E I\T, and &(r,J = - 1, i E 7. Evidently C(W) = 
(- l)l(w’, where Z(ru) is the length of w, i.e., the number of factors in the shortest 
expression of w in terms of r,,‘s. 
We call a homomorphism #:’ W + {i--l} nice if there exists a homomorphism $ 
of the lattice, generated by II, into Z[ZZ, for which #(r,J = (-l)scm) for 
(Y E 17. It is clear that I,/J is nice if and only if #(Ye,) = - 1 only for those 
i ~1, for which the ith row of the matrix A coniists of even numbers. 
Homomorphisms $ = 1 and # = E’ are evidently nice. 
If $ is nice, then we can extend $ to the set Pl = {A - C Kiai , h E H*, 
ki E Z} C P by $(A) = 0. One has: J&W(~)) = I&) for p E Pl . 
For AEH* we set D(A) ={XEPIA=A-&~~, K,EZ+}. Let &? be 
the space of all functions on P which vanish outside of the union of a finite 
number of sets of the form D(A). d is invariant under the action of W in 
the space of all functions on P, defined by the formula: (wf)(h) = f(w-l(h)). 
The space d is a commutative algebra with respect to the convolution 
operation: fi *fa(X) = CUEPfi(X - p)fa(p) (in this sum only a finite number 
of terms are different from 0). Let eh E B be a function such that @(A) = 1, 
e+) = 0 for p # A. Then evidently eAeU = eA+@ and e” = 1 is a unit of the 
algebra b. Any function f~ d can be written in the form: f = Cf(h)en. 
We define p E H* C P by putting p(h,) = 1, i E 1. We set 
L = eD fl (1 - e-a)/n (1 + e+) 
UEAC NsAi 
(we recall that every root is taken with its multiplicity dim G,). 
We define the Kostant function K on P by setting K(y) equal to the number 
of finite sets ina}, where n, E Z, for 01 E A,, n, = 0, 1 for 01 E di , such that 
-7 = ~.a.A n,or (as before, every root is taken with its multiplicity). 
LEMMA 1.5. K * L = ep. 
Proof. Let a, = 1 + e-” + e-2ar + a... Then clearly K = naed5 a, x 
nIBEAi (1 + e-b), and therefore K * L = eD. 
LEMMA 1.6. w(L) = E(w)L for w E W. 
Proof. It suffices to verify that r,i(L) = -L for i E I. 
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If i $ T, r,, transposes elements of the set d\ori and carries 0~~ to -01~ ; hence 1 
we have: 
Y,<(L) = e O-=i(l - q l-I (1 - e-s)/ n (1 + em) = -L. 
4eLy-a, aE3i 
If i E 7, rEi transposes elements of the set d - {q ,2q}, and carries 01~ and 
201~ to -q and -201, ; thus we have: 
rag(L) = eQwbi”(l - e201”) n (1 - e-‘),i(l + e”‘) n (1 + e-a) = -L. 
13EA,-201i BEAi-~i 
Now let q,(w) (or ST(w)), w E IV, be the sum of positive real even (respec- 
tively, real odd) roots 01, for which -w-‘( oi is a positive root. We put s(w) = )
Sfi(W) - ST(W). 
PROPOSITION 1.9. (a) s(wlwz) = s(wJ + w1(s(w2)), wi , ws E W. 
@I ~(4 = P - W(P). 
(c) (-l)*(scM)) = t)(w) if$: W+{fl} is nice. 
Proof. (a) is proved as in [I]. It is clear that s’(w) = p - w(p) satisfies 
the relation (a) and s’(rai) = s(Y,,), which proves (b). (c) follows from (a) by 
induction. 
2. REPRESENTATIONS WITH HIGHEST WEIGHT 
Here we prove the character formula for the irreducible representation VQI) 
with dominant highest weight fl of a contragredient Lie superalgebra (The- 
orem 1). Among the new results we note also Proposition 2.8 (on complete 
reducibility of representations of category do). Throughout this paragraph, 
G denotes a contragredient Lie superalgebra G(A, T). 
U(L) will always denote the universal enveloping superalgebra of the Lie 
superalgebra L (see, for example, [5]). 
2.1. MODULES P(A). W e recall that there is a root decomposition: G = 
H 0 (&A G) 0 (&A G-J. We consider the following subalgebras of G: 
N+ = @ G, , B=H@N+. 
&A 
To a linear form (1 E H* there corresponds a one-dimensional even B-module 
<v/l>: 
h(v,) = 4h)WA > hEH, and N+(w,) = 0. 
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We consider the induced G-module: 
@‘f> = IndBG<vA) = U(G) @I~(~) (~2 
PROPOSITION 2.1. For a G-module l’(A) and X E D(A) we denote by PA the 
linear span of the vectors epyl ... e+v,, , where A - yl - .. . - yr = h (in P). 
(4 fVU = On4n) PA . 
(b) v(A) has a unique maximal submodule I(A), which is graded with respect 
to the gradation described in (a). Module V(A) = r(A)/I(A) is simple. 
(c) Let e-as,i, be a basis of Gep, , ,QS E A,=, , 1 < i, < dim Go, and e-ya,i, be a 
basisofG-,,8,y,EA~,1 <i,<dimG,,li. 
Then the elements: 
e”~ . . . ens eh 
-4 -0, -Y1 
. . . ekt --ytvA ) %EZ+, ki = 0, 1, 
form a baszs of P(A). 
Proof. (c) follows from the theorem of Poincare-Birkhoff-Witt, (a) follows 
from (c), and the proof of (b) is standard. 
We denote by A‘ the category of G-modules I/ such that V = @ASP VA , 
where dim VA < co, G,V, C VA+a, h(v,) = X(h)v, and ch V = C (dim VA)eA E d 
(cf. [18]). 
If V,, # 0, then X is called a wezght of the module V with multtplaczty dim V,, . 
It is clear that P(A) E A! and the same is true for each of its graded (relative 
to the weight decomposition) submodule and factor-module by a graded sub- 
module. The latter is called a G-module wzth the hzghest wezght A. In particular 
V(d) E A. From Proposition 2.1 it follows that 
ch P(A) = c K(h - A) eA. 
hEDL4) 
(2.1) 
Taking Lemma 1.5 into account, we obtain: 
L . ch p(A) = P+p. (2.2) 
PROPOSITION 2.2. For a G-module V E A? we have: ch V = C cA ch r(A), 
cA E Z, where the summation is taken over those X for which V(h) is a subquotient 
of v. 
Proof (cf. [18]). By definition supp ch VC 02, D(A,). For h E D&Q, h = 
A- Z b, > we put hi(h) = C k, . For X E supp ch V we put h(A) = xi h,(X), 
where the summation is over those i for which X E D(A,). For a G-module 
ME .A’ with supp ch MC u D(Ai) we put h(M) = min,:MA,, h(A). 
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There exists in supp ch Vat least one maximal element p. Then N+( VU) = 0. 
Let K = dim V, . We can construct a mapping +: (p(~))~ -+ V, translating 
the generators v,, of ~((cL) to K linearly independent elements of VU . Let M 
and N be the kernel and co-kernel of 4. From the exact sequence 
O-M+(l$))k% V-+N+O, 
it follows that ch V = k ch ~((cL) + ch N - ch M. It is clear that supp ch M, 
supp ch NC u D(/&), and that h(M) and h(N) are greater than h(V). 
Repeating this argument t times, we obtain: 
ch V = c c,, ch p(h) + f, 
where h(p) > t for ,u E suppf. 
As t approaches cc we obtain the desired equality for ch V. 
2.2. QUASISIMPLE G-MODULES. A G-module V with the highest weight A 
is called quasisimple if fi”(vA) = 0 f or some k and all i E I. II E H* is called 
dominant if cl(&) E Z, , i E 1, and cl(&) E 22, , i E 7. 
From Lemma 1.2 we obtain: 
PROPOSITION 2.3. Let V be a quasisimple G-module. The-n 
(a) ch V is a W-invariant function. 
(b) If h is a weight, CQ E II, then the set of the weights of the form h + kori 
is an arithmetic progression h - pori ,..., h ,..., h + qai , where p - q = h(hi). 
PROPOSITION 2.4. The simple G-module V(A) = p(A)/I(A) is quasisimple . . . - 
if and only if A is dominant. 
Proof. It is easy to check that 
ei(f f’lv,) = (k + l)(A(hi) - k) fikv, for iE I/T and 
ei( f :k+‘+l vn) = ((1 - E) A(hi) - (2k + e)) fitvA for iE7, E = 0, 
From these equalities it follows that 
1. 
f  $(hi)+lv, E I(A), i E I, (2.3) 
if A is dominant, and that fi7’vn 6 I(A) f or some i and all k if A is not dominant. 
It proves the proposition. 
Let P- be the set of all elements A of P for which h(hJ E Z+ , i E I. We put 
D+(A)={XED(A)/~+~EP+,A#A}. 
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PROPOSITION 2.5. For a quasisimple G-module V with the highest weight A 
we have: 
Proof. From the proof of Proposition 2.2 it is clear that 
ch V = c c,, ch p(A), C,EZ. 
AEDW 
Now from (2.2) we have: 
L . ch V = c ch eA+O, C,EZ. 
aED 
From Lemma 1.6 and Proposition 2.3 we obtain 
w(L - ch I’) = E(w)L ch V. (2.5) 
It follows from (2.5) that the set of X E D(A), for which c,, # 0 is IV-invariant. 
Every such a X can evidently be transformed into D+(A) u A by the group W. 
Therefore (2.4) follows from (2.5) and from dim V, = 1. 
PROPOSITION 2.6. Let V be a quasisimple G-module. 
(a) I f  the Cartan matrix A of G does not occur in Table 0, then there is 
no jixed weights relative to W. 
(b) Let A be symmetrizable, and let ( , ) be a standard bilinear form on G. 
Then if h is a weight of V, and o! E Aim, then (X, a) >, 0; if moreover (A, a) > 0 
then X - ka is a weight for any k E Z, . 
Proof of (a) is the same as the one of Corollary (a) of Proposition 1.8. To 
prove (b) we can clearly (using W) assume that h E P+, i.e., A&) >, 0, i E I. But 
then we obtain that (A, a) 3 0. Let now (A, a) > 0. First let (01, a) = 0. Then 
we can replace A by h + so1, s > 0, and assume that h + tat is not a weight 
for t > 0. We choose nonzero root vectors ekrr E Gkrr , e--km E G-,, , such that 
ha , e-d = he , and a nonzero weight vector vA E V, . Then if eVlco(vA) = 0, 
we obtain: 
de-&d) = h&4 = 0, i.e., (A, a) = 0. 
So for the case (01, a) = 0 (b) is proved. If (OL, a) # 0, then (01, a) < 0 (Proposi- 
tion 1.6(c)). Let A-kcw is not a weight; then (e&(v,), s E Z,) is a finite-dimensional 
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module of a simple Lie superalgebra generated by ekar , h,, , ePBU , which is 
isomorphic to A1 or B(0, 1). Let h, be its highest weight. Then 2(X, , kor)/ 
(ko1, km) > 0 and therefore (h, , a) < 0. This contradiction proves (b). 
2.3. THE CASIMIR'S OPERATOR. Let the Cartan matrix A be symmetrizable 
and let ( , ) be a standard bilinear form on G. 
We choose dua1 bases in G, and G_, with respect to the form ( , ): (e$>, 
{ec?}, 1 < i < dim G, . We put r, = 2 xtiad xi e2ez’. 
Now, let M EJ~! be a G-module. We define the Casimir linear operator r 
on M by the formula: 
+A) = (A + 2f, +J + rl% , 21,) E v, . 
(Evidently, in the sum r,(q) only a finite number of terms are different from 0). 
PROPOSITION 2.7. Let ME& be a G-module. Then r commutes with the 
action of G(A, T) in M. 
Proof. It is sufficient to verify that [r, g](o,+) = 0 for v,h E V, CM, g = e, 
orfs y s E I, note that the verification for f J is the same as for e, . We have: 
[C cJ(~J = 2@ + as T 4 Gh) 
+ 2 1 C e?Je:) e&w,+) - 2 1 C [e, , e!i] e?)(q). 
ued i aeA i 
We also have: 
[e(i) a a,7 e,] = 1 ayj ef’, aij E k 
i 
where 
Since ( , ) is invariant, we have: 
So, [C e,l(a,J = W + as, 4 e&d - 2h,~,h> = 0. 
2.4. THE MAIN THEOREM. Now we are able to prove the main theorem: 
THEOREM 1. Let G(A, T) be a contragredient Lie superalgebra with a symmet- 
rizable Cartan matrix. Then for a quasisimple G(A, r)-module V the following 
formula holds: 
ch V = L-1 c c(w) eW(n+p). 
U‘EN 
(2.6 
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Proof. We set B+(A) = {A E D+(A) / (A + 2p, X) = (A + 2p, h)}. If vA E VA , 
then evidently r(v,) = (A + 2p, A)v, . From Propositions 2.7 and 2.2 it 
follows now that in relation (2.4) we may substitute D+(A) by B+(A). 
Now it remains to prove that B+(A) = $. 
Let us suppose that h = A - ,6, where fl = C kiwi # 0, k, E 2, , is an 
element of B+(A). Then (A + 2p, A) = (A + 2p, A). On the one hand, we have: 
(A + p + 2p, h + /I) = (A + 2p, A) and (see Proposition 1.5(c)) 
(8, B) = --2(h + p, B) < 0. 
On the other hand we have: (A + 2p, A) = (A - ,8 + 2p, A - j3) and: 
(P, B) = &4 + P5 8) > 0. 
This contradiction proves that B+(A) = 4. 
If A = 0, then ch I’ = 1 and we obtain from Theorem 1 the following 
identity: 
J-J (1 - e-qr-j- (1 + e-9 = c 44 dw)* (2.7) 
II 1 WEW 
Now the formula (2.6) can be rewritten in its usual Weyl form: 
ch I’ = C e(w) eu’(n+o) ic 
E(W) eqU(p). 
WEW WE W 
cw 
By multiplying both sides of (2.6) by Ke-OL we obtain Kostant’s form of this 
formula: 
(ch V(4 = c 44 KG’ + P) - WV + ~1). 
WEW 
(2.9) 
Since the right-hand side of (2.8) depends only on A, we obtain the following: 
COROLLARY. Every quasisimple G(A, r)-module is simple. 
From Theorem 1, the preceding corollary and (2.3) we obtain the final result. 
THEOREM 2. Let G(A, T) be a contragredient Lie superalgebra with a sym- 
metrizable Cartan matrix. Let V(A) = p(A)/I(A) be a simple G(A)-AduZe 
with the dominant highest weight A. Then: 
(a) denominator identity (2.7) takes place; 
(b) ch V(A) can be computed by the formulas (2.8) or (2.9); 
(c) I(A) = Ci U(G) f fchi)+l( VA). 
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Remark (a). For G(A) f rom Table 0, Theorem 2(b) is the Weyl’s formula 
for the character and Kostant’s formula for multiplicity of the weight, formula 
(2.7) is Weyl’s denominator formula and Theorem 2(c) is the Harish-Chandra’s 
theorem for a finite-dimensional representation of a simple finite-dimensional 
Lie algebra. For G(A) from Tables l-3 formula (2.7) is the MacDonald’s 
multivariable identity [l]. 
Remark (b). There exists a “weak” resolution (cf. [16]) 
for a quasisimple G(A, T)-module V(A), w e e h r each Ei has a filtration with 
factors P(w(h + p) - p), Z(w) = i, and the following parity: deg(w(h + p) - p) = 
parity of the number of rari’s, i E 7, in any expression of W by rEl ,..., r”, , 
2.5. THE CATEGORY do. Let G(A, 7) be a contrugredient Lie superalgebra. 
Let A0 CA’ be a subcategory of A’, consisting of those G(A, T)-modules 
for which any fi , i E 1, is locally nilpotent. It follows from the proof of Lemma 1.2 
and Proposition 2.4 that any simple module with dominant highest weight 
belongs to &‘a, the weight system of a module V from A!,, is W-invariant 
and any simple subquotient of Y is a module with the dominant highest weight. 
Clearly, submodules, factormodules and finite tensor products of modules 
from A’,, belong to A0 ; if a module admits a finite chain of submodules from 
A’,, , it belongs to A%‘~ too. 
The following statement is a generalization of the Weyl theorem to the 
case of infinite-dimensional algebras. 
PROPOSITION 2.8. Let G(A, T) b e a contragredient Lie superalgebra with a 
symmetrizable Curtan matrix. Then any G(A, r)-module V from ~2’~ is completely 
reducible. 
Proof. Since V is a direct sum of finite-dimensional representations of 
(e; , hi , f;> (see Lemma 1.2), the action of hi , i ~1, is diagonalizable. We 
can assume that V is indecomposable. Then the eigenvalues of the Casimir 
operator r on any subquotient of V are the same. Therefore, if A, , A, ,..., 
are different highest weights of the simple subquotients we have: 
6% + 2P, -4) = (4 + 2P, 4). (2.10) 
Here ( , ) is a standard bilinear form. 
Let Vci) be the sum of all weight subspaces V, of V for which di - h = 
C b, , k, > 0. It is clear that V is a sum of V(i)‘s. Therefore it suffices 
to prove that Y(i) is a direct sum of simple G(A, T)-modules with highest 
607/30/z-3 
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weights di . If this is not true, then evidently there exists a weight X of G(A, T)- 
module I’u) with the following properties: 
X is dominant (2.11) 
Ai - X = c kp, , k, > 0, C k, # 0. (2.12) 
The same argument as in the proof of Theorem 1 (of the fact that B+(A) = 4) 
shows that h with the properties (2.10)-(2.12) does not exist, which proves 
the proposition. 
Remark. The proof of Proposition 2.8 gives another (more elementary) 
proof of Theorem 2(c). 
Let 7 = +. We consider V E do . By Lemma 1.2(a) the restriction of this 
representation to the 3-dimensional subalgebra (ei , hi , fi), i E 1, is a direct sum 
of finite-dimensional representations, and therefore it may be extended to 
the corresponding representation of XL,(k). Thus V becomes a module of a 
free product g, of n copies of the group S&(k). Let N(A) C @, be the inter- 
section of the kernels of all the @:,-modules V E A0 . We put 9’(A) = g:,/Jlr(A). 
Clearly if A is a Cartan matrix of a finite-dimensional semisimple Lie algebra, 
then Q(A) is the corresponding connected simply-connected algebraic group. 
For any submatrix Aij = (& zij) of A we obtain a subgroup M(Aij) C @‘, . 
Let J(A) be a normal subgroup, generated by all M(Aij), ;,j ~1. We put 
Q(A) = @,/./(A). We h ave the natural homomorphism 4: g(A) 4 g(A). 
It is known (see e.g., [14]) that Ker + = 1 if A is the Cartan matrix of a finite- 
dimensional Lie algebra. 
Problems. 1. Is it true that 4 is an isomorphism for any A ? 
2. When is %(A) simple ? 
3. Are Theorem 2 and Proposition 2.8 true in the case of nonsymmetrizable 
Cartan matrix ? 
4. Is it true that R = O? 
(It is true for G(A, T) from Tables o-4, cf. [6J). 
3. IDENTITIES 
In this paragraph we consider in detail the case of Lie superalgebras of 
finite growth and write out the identities obtained in Section 2 for this case 
in a more explicit form. Various specializations of these multivariable identities 
give numerous expansions of the functions of the form ni 7(x”)“’ into power 
series. We consider also the simplest cases of (2.8) and obtain new multivariable 
identities. 
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3.1. The Case of Finite-Dimensional G(A, 7) 
PROPOSITION 3.1. Let G = G(A, r) be a finite-dimensional Lie superalgebra. 
(a) The Killing form +(a, b) = str(ad a)(ad b) on G (here str is the super- 
trace [5]) is a standard bilinear form. Its restriction on H is nondegenerate and 
induces the canonical bilinear form on H* for which: 
w, PI = c (- l)deg”d(k 4 & 4, 
aE*A 
which is positive dejnite on the Q-span of A. 
(b) We put p = $CaEdo a - &x:asA- a. Then p(h() = 1, i EI, and 
q&j, p) = (l/24)(dim1G6 - dim Gi). (3.1) 
(c) One has the following expression for the Casimir operator: 
r = 2 (- l)deg~“~p~, 
i 
where {ui} and {u,> are any dual bases with respect to a standard form ( , ) on G. 
Proof. (a), (b) except for (3.1) and (c) are proved in [5]. (3.1) will be proved 
later. 
PROPOSITION 3.2. Let G = G(A, r) be a jkite-dimensional Lie superalgebra 
and let $I be a nice h~omorphzsm W + (Al). We put AIL = (a E A 1 &a) = O), 
A,* = A* A A6 , Ai” = A* n Ai . For v  E P we de$ne a homomorphism f,,: 
B-t h[[t]], where t zs an indeterminate, by fv(e”) = et(“nA). 
(a) For TV E PI we put 
ch&) = c E(W) #(w) eW(u+p) /I E(w) #(w) ea@) 
w w 
(3.2) 
(b) I f  V(A) is a simple G-module with the dominant highest weight A, then: 
dim V(A) = IJ (-4 + ii, a>/(& a) 
CiGA(j 
dim V&l) - dim Vi(A) = n (A + p, or)&, 01), 
&A’ 0 
where 46 = {a E A, ] 42 6 AI}. 
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Proof. We define a homomorphism @ & --f d by I,?($) = (-l)J(*)eA. 
Applying 1,6 to both sides of (1.5) and using Proposition 1.9(c) we obtain: 
lIw E(W) ?44 elcCP) = ,rI- ( @/2 
0 
_ (- ])$(a) e-m/2)/aGm (es/z + (- ])&a) e-42) 
1 
Since ( , ) is W-invariant, we have 
fp (C 4~) 9W e~(~+“)) 
= 1 ‘(w) $(w) e(u+P.w(P)) = fw+p (C 44 #(WI eP) 
= pelu+P.d/2 _ (-l)acd e-(u+P.a)t:l)/~~-(e(~+P.olt/2 + (-1)B(o)e-(~+p,a)t/2). 
0 1 
Thus we obtain: fp(ch,,,(p)) = d&)(1 + o(t)). This proves (3.3). 
We apply J to both sides of (2.8). Then (b) follows from (a) for p = II, 
$ = 1 and # = E’, respectively. 
Now we are able to prove (3.1). If we put I,IJ = E’, p = /l, from the preceding 
formula, we obtain: 
fD (T (dim V,)(-l)z’cA)) ed 
= (dim V6 - dim Vi) (1 + $ zA (- l)deg”((A + p, a)” - (p, a)“) + o(tZ)) 
By comparing the coefficients at t2 we obtain: 
T (-l)desA(h, p)” = (l/24) y,(dim v&4) - dim P&l)), 
where h runs through the set of the weights of P(n) and yn is the eigenvalue 
of r in V(A). 
For the adjoint representation and ( , ) = $ the left-hand side of this 
formula is $(p, IT) and yn = 1 (see Proposition 3.1(c)), which proves (3.1). 
Remark. (3.1) is a generalization of the “strange” formula of Freudental- 
de Vries. 
3.2. Contragredient Lie Superalgebras of Finite Growth and Multivariable 
Identities. Let G = L(“) be a Lie superalgebra of finite growth from Table 
k, k = 1, 2, 3, 4, with the Dynkin diagram S, and let L be the corresponding 
simple finite-dimensional Lie superalgebra. 
We fix a node p E S and number the nodes of S in the following way: 
PO = p,p, ,...,p, . Let a0 , a1 ,..., 01, be the set of simple roots of G, and 
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as ,..., a, be the corresponding numerical marks in Tables 14. We put a = a, . 
From Proposition 1.2 it follows that there exists a Z/&Z-gradation L = 
@zt;r& , for which G/C = BieZ xiEimodnk , &, being a simple Lie super- 
algebra from Table 0 with the Dynkin diagram S-p, . Let ci , hi , fi , i = 1 ,.. . , n, 
be generators ofL, ; we put R = {hi ,..., h,). We identify Ewith (h, ,..., h,) C H 
byl;it,hi. 
Let C-r, ,..., Cy, E a* be the (reduced) simple roots of L, and IT be the Weil 
group of z,, . We put 0 = Cr=i a& . A node p, E S is called special if a multiple 
of 19 is a root of E,, (for instance the last node on the left of each diagram in 
Tables l-4 is special). We note that a = 1 or 2 and ak = 1,2, 3, or 4 for a 
special node. From now on we fix a special node p, , 
We fix an invariant form ( , ) on L, for which (~1, a) > 0 for all of its even 
roots 01 [5]. This form induces a standard form ( , ) on &, , the restriction 
of which on R is nondegenerate. The form ( , ) induces a positive definite 
biIinear form on the Q-span of ol, ,..., &, . We denote aV = 2a//: c(. I:‘), where 
II 01112 = (a, 4. 
A function a: + c on H, where a E i?, c E k, we call ufine linear function. 
For 01 E Rx we define h, E R by the formula: (h, , h) = a(h), h E f7*. We put 
by definition: (a + c, 0~~ + cl) = (a, 01~) = (h, , haI). 
Let d = 60 (respectively, pm) be the set of all roots (respectively, of all 
positive roots) of E, , di be th e set of all weights of R on & , taken with their 
multiplicities, i E Z/ukZ. We denote by j the difference between the half-sum 
of even roots and the half-sum of odd roots from d. 
The following proposition follows from Proposition 1.2. 
PROPOSITION 3.3. (a) A bilinear form on G/C, de3ned b-v the formulas 
(xfl, , +J = (& , &), (dl, ) XQ = 0 zf tf-s, 
is a standard form on G/C. 
(b)i. The set of all roots A u -A u {O] of G is isomorphic to the set of the 
following u$ine linear functions on R: 
oi + i, where i E Z, g E @odaP; 
also 
Ge+i = (g E xi&mOdab I P, gl = +)g, h E al. 
ii. d = J+ U {& + i, 2 6 dimodak, i E Z+>; 
iii. LW={~+iiEd~iji#O}; 
iv. II = {a0 = 1 - a-W, 0~~ = &I ,..., OL, = &,}, 19 is the highest root 
of d if k = 1 and the highest weight of d1 if k # 1; 
v. Aim = (63, s E Z,}, Asim = (ks6, s E Z,}, where 
8 = f  uiai = a; 
.=3 
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(c) The multiplicities p(kB) of all the roots from A*im are equal to n; the 
multiplicities of roots from Aim\Asim are given in Fig. 1. 
G k A@) G k t4W 
*(e) 
%I = lmod2 n A”‘(0, 2n - 1) = 1 mod 2 n 
Aif,-, - 1 mod 2 n-1 cyn + 1) G lmod2 1 
D 
(2) 
n+1 = 1 mod 2 1 d4) (0, 2n) =&l mod 4 1 
(?) 
E, = 1 mod 2 2 Af4’(0, 2n) = 2mod4 nfl 
(3) 
Da = &lmod3 1 
FIGUFUI 1 
(d) W acts on the root system in the following way: 
r,(E + i) = Lu - (Z, t9”)e + i + a(&!, 0”) 
r,(cU + i) = ol - (~2, E,‘)ol, + i, k = l,..., n. 
This action is induced by the following usual afine representation of W in 8: 
r,(h) = h - (B(h) - a)h,, 
T.84 = h - 4h)ke , k = I,..., n 
(i.e., ro ,..., r, are the reflections with respect to afine hyperplanes 0 = a, 
a1 = o,..., a, = 0). 
We identify il and il* : hA t) X, and so we have the following ajine representation 
of Win IT*: 
Ye = o1 - ((e, a) - a)@ 
rle(a) = 01 - (cq; ) 01)01~“, k = I,..., n. 
Let M be a lattice generated by all 01 E w(F). 
PROPOSITION 3.4. (cf [l]). Let T be a subgroup of W generated by elements 
t, = Y&,3," , a E w(e-). 
(a) The action of T on the root system is induced by translations of R: 
t,(h) = h + ah, , iXEM. 
In particular, T is a free abelian group of rank n (for y  = C k,a” E M we put 
t, = n t;a,. 
(b) W is a semidirect product of the finite group W and the normal sub- 
group T. 
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(c) Let TV E P and ii E 8* be the restriction of p on (h, ,..., h,) = f7. 
ForwEWweputs,(w)=p-w(p)EF.IfwEWandyEM,then 
%WJ = F - 4&Y + 3 + GkJ-l(ll LLY + F /I2 - II p II% 
where g, = bL, 6) = GW &) II 6~ II2 + (i4 0). 
(4 s(wt,) = F - w(gy f  P) + (Wl(ll gy + p iI2 - I/ p ~I”)s, if w E W, 
y  E M, where 
g = (P, 6) = Ej (II a-lo + p II2 - Ii p II”). 
(e) For the afine representation of W in i7* the following formula is true: 
s(w)(h,J = - $ (11; p - x Ii2 - j! w (+p, - x 11) , x E ET-s*. 
Proof. The action of t, , 01 E w(0”) on P is given by the following formula: 
t,(n) = x - f&h, 6) II a /I2 + 2(h, a))S + (4 S)cu. (3.4) 
Indeed, for 01 = 8’ this formula can be checked immediately; therefore it is 
true for every 01 = ~(0”). S ince (8, S) = 0 for /3 EF we obtain: t&3) = 
/3 - (j?, a)S, p E F, 01 E m(V). This proves (a). (b) evidently follows from (a). 
Now it is easy to deduce from (3.4) that 
slAta) = Hg, II c-i II2 + 2(/-b 4)s - ‘!?,a, (YEM. 
Since clearly s,(w) = ii - w(F) for w E iV, (p, a) = (j& a) for 01 E P(e), 
and s,,(wiw,) = sLI(wI) + w&w,), we obtain (c). Here g, = (CL, 6) = 
bL, 0 + a4 = G e> + (42) dhJ(~ o ,4 = CW1 Aho) II 0 iI2 + (6 9 (4 
follows from (c) for p = p. 
It is easy to verify (e) for w = r,( , i = O,..., n, and to check that if s’(w) 
is the right-hand side of (e), then s’(w1w2) = s’(wJ + wis’(w,). From Proposi- 
tion 1.9(a) we obtain now that s(w) = s’(w). 
Now we are able to rewrite identity (1.5) in a more explicit form. Let v = 0, i 
be the parity of root S. It follows from Propositions 3.3 and 3.4 that 
= (1 - e-V/ n (1 + e-7) 
asdi+ 
& C(W) e-S(W) = A~M(Z~4w’ ew(A+P)-p ex  - $ (II X + P II2 - II P II)) 
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By dividing both sides of (1.5) by flmEd- + (1 - e-a)/naad-+ (1 + e-a) and 
using (1.5) for the root system 6, we obt& the following form of identity 
(1.5) for G: 
(3.5) 
where ch(h) = ch,(h) for # = 1 is given by (3.2). 
EXAMPLE. Let G = Bo)(O, 1). Then L = B(O, I), if6 = {2r}, Ji = {E>, 
I/ e II2 = 1, a1 = E, 6 = 1. We have p = e/2, 8 = 2~~ m(0) = f&2e}, g = 3, 
M = {Rc, K E Z}. If we put s = e-+, t = e-“l and multiply both sides of formula 
(3.5) by (I - t-l) the formula will turn into the quintuple product identity 
(see the introduction). 
We note (see [1]) that the Jacobi’s triple product identity is identity (3.5) 
for G = A?‘. 
Remark. Multivariable identities (3.5) for the Lie algebras G from Tables l-3 
are exactly MacDonald’s identities [l]. If G is a Lie superalgebra from Tables 
l-4, which is not a Lie algebra, we obtain MacDonald’s identities again: 
B’l’(O, n) + AZ; A”‘(O, 2n - 1) -+ B:‘; C(‘)(n + l), A”‘(0, 2n) ---f D(,2;r . 
3.3. MacDonald’s Identities for the Dedekind rpFunction. We put 
cp(W = fi (1 - X”) E WI1 
?I=1 
and 7)(X) = Xwp(X). 
q(X) is the Dedekind ?-function. Note that if cpr(X) = J-JzzP=, (1 + Xn), then 
dX2) = vv) d-0 
First we consider the case K = a = 1. We put Zh = dimL6, Zi = dimLi , 
m = I,j + li , d = 16 - li , By using the canonical bilinear form 4 on L, the 
right-hand side of identity (3.5) can be slightly simplified. It follows from 
Proposition 3.1(c) that for the adjoint representation ye = $(0 + p, 8 + j) - 
$(j, p) = 1 and therefore (x, y) = 2g+(x,y). Now from (3.1) we obtain: 
Right hand-side of (3.5) = e(di24)* c ch(h) e-d(A+P*A+P). (3.6) 
AegM 
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Now (3.5) is a multivariable identity of power series from K[[e-%,..., e-m*]]. We 
fix a nice homomorphism #: W + {&I}. Let &4: K[[Po,..., COO]] --f K[[X]] 
be a family of homomorphisms, defined by the following formulas: 
i = l,..., n. 
We put #J* = lim t+O & . Then +“(e-“) = +(e-%) = A?. By applying +’ and 
62’ to both sides of (3.5) and using (3.6) (3.3) and (3.1) we obtain the following 
identities, respectively: 
7&q”“/7@-‘)“I = c d(X) xm(A+p*A+p) (3.7) 
Aq7M 
7)(X)d = c w(X) d’(X) A-+‘“+p~“+“’ (3.8) 
AEgM 
where w is a homomorphism gM -+ {&I}, for which w(g~~) = CC’(&), 01 E m(O), 
d(h) and d’(A) are d,(X) for the Lie superalgebraL for J$ = 1 and I/ = E’, respec- 
tively (see (3.3)). 
Now we consider the rest of the cases: ka = 2,3,4. For the Z/Ku Z-graded 
Lie superalgebra L = @E, we put: 
Zir, = dim Li6 , iii = dim Lii , mi = lib + iii , di = lib - iii . 
The specialization $4 of the left-hand side of identity (3.5) is for # = 1 and 
ij = E’ as follows, respectively: 
for ak = 3: ~(X)d1&,3)d0--d1 (for * = 1 = l ‘); 
for ak = 4: ~(~)m~~(~2)nz~~nz~~z~i~(~4)~o~~~+z~i~2~i(~~)z~i~2ai, 
~(x)“lp?(x2)dl-d,~(x4)da-dl. 
Now it is easy to check directly the following “strange formulas”: 
a II P II2 
___ = (1/W(4 + 2(do - d,)), 
% 
= U/W4 + Wo - d,)), 
= UPW, + ‘W, - 4) + 4(4, - dd), 
ak = 2 
ak = 3 
uk = 4. 
(See the next section for a much more general statement). Therefore having 
multiplied both sides of (3.5) by e-lip11’8/2g we can replace y(X) by 7(X) in the 
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left-hand sides of the specialized identities. The specialization of the right-hand 
sides have the same form as in (3.7) and (3.8). The obtained identities are 
exactly all the identities in Appendix 1 of [l]. 
3.4. Specialixations Associated with the Automorphisms of Finite Order. 
Without loss of the generality we can now consider only the Lie algebra case. Let 
I,@) be a contragredient Lie algebra from Tables 1-3, with Dynkin diagram S 
(L being a finite-dimensional Lie algebra from Table 0). Then for the auto- 
morphism Y of L induced by an isometry of order K of the Dynkin diagram 
of L, we have: 
L’“)/C = Cov(L, v) = @ XximOdk, 
&Z 
where L = @E, is a Z/k&gradation which corresponds to Y. The Dynkin 
diagram of& is S\ p, , where p, is the last on the left node of S. Let a, , a, ,..., a,, 
be the numerical marks of S; then a, = a = 1. 
Let & ,ji, & , i = l,..., n, be the canonical generators of&, , R = (&r ,..., I&) 
and let n = (011 ,..., a,} C f7* be the system of simple roots of & . We set: 
8 = f api. 
i=l 
Then 8 is a multiple of some root of E,, . Let $ be the set of the weights of f7 
in Li , d = 60 and 6+ C d be the set of positive roots and let ii be the half-sum 
of roots from if+. Let p be the Weyl group of Lo ; we fix a w-invariant non- 
degenerate bilinear form ( , ) on R *. The set d of all positive roots of Lf7<) 
is isomorphic to the following set of affine linear functions on H*: 
Ll =d,‘-u{ol+iIolEdimodle,iEZ+}, 
17 = {a0 = 1 - 0, o!r )...) an} being simple roots. For p E R* we define h, by 
relations p(hai) = (q , CL). Let W be the group of linear transformations of R*, 
generated by reflections 
ro(a) = a - ((e, a) - l)e”, ri(a) = a - (CQ ) oI)lYi”, i = I,..., n. 
Let M be a lattice generated by the vectors from w(e”) and T be the group 
of translations by all vectors from M. Then T C W and Wis a semidirect product 
of w and the normal subgroup T (see Proposition 3.4). Set 
g = Hll e + P /I2 - /I F Ii”) 
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Then (Proposition 3.4) s(w) is the following affine linear function on g*: 
s(w)(h,) = (g/2)(11 g-y - A /I2 - II w(g-‘P) - x !I”) (3.9) 
&-module L, (respectively, E_,) is irreducible with the lowest weight -0 
(respectively, with the highest weight 8). Let F, and Jo be the corresponding 
weight vectors normalized in such a way that [~a ,Js] = h, , [&, , E,J = 2~~ , 
[ha ,fs] = -2fs . The elements F, ,..., F, generate L. 
We put e, = XE,, f0 = X-Y,, h, = &, , and for i 0: ei = F~, fi = fi, 
hi = iii . The elements ei ,fi , hi , i = 0 ,..., n, are generators of Cov(L, v) 
(which are the images of the canonical generators of Ltk)). 
We consider a sequence of nonnegative integers s,, , sr ,..., s, without common 
factors. The relations 
deg ei = si , degf, = -si , deg hi = 0, i = O,..., n. 
define a Z-gradation of Cov(L, v). W e call it a Z-gradation of type (sO ,..., sJ. 
On the other hand let m = kCy=, siai , let E be a primitive root of unity 
of degree m, and let (T be an automorphism of order m of L defined by the 
relations: a(&) = &I%$ , i = O,..., n. We call u an automorphism of type 
(So ,‘.., s, ; k). Let L = @Li be the corresponding Z/mZ-gradation. We define 
the covering mapping Cov(L, V) -+ L by: xt @ 1 H 1. Then the Z-gradation of 
type (so ,..., s,J induces the Z,-gradation L = @Li . The facts above and the 
following Proposition follow from [9]. 
PROPOSITION 3.5. (a) I f  (J is an automorphism of type (s, ,..., s, ; k) of a 
simple Lie algebra L, then Z-graded Lie algebra Cov(L, 0) is isomorphic to Lie 
algebra Cor(L, v), equipped with a Z-gradation of type (sO ,..., s,), where v  is an 
automorphism qf L of order k, induced by an isometry of Dynkin diagram of L. 
(b) Any automorphism (T of finite order of L is conjugate (by an automorphism) 
to an automorphism of type (s, ,. . . , s, ; k). o is an inner automorphism ;f and 
only ifk = 1. 
(c) Two automorphisms of type (s,, ,..., s,,, ; k) and (sh ,..., sk ; k’) of L 
are conjugate if and only if k = k’ and one type can be obtained from the other 
by an isometq of Dynkin diagram Ltk). 
Remark. \Ve can see that there exists one to one correspondence between 
the diagrams of Tables l-3 and conjugate classes in the group AutL/IntL, k 
being the order of the elements of the corresponding conjugate class. 
We fis a sequence of nonnegative integers sO, sr ,..., s, without common 
factors and the corresponding automorphism o of L of type (ss ,..., s, ; k) 
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of order m = k Cr=, aisi inducing a Z/mZ-gradation L = @Li . We define 
a linear form h E R* by the following relations: 
(A %) = si , i = 1, 2,. ..) 71. (3.10) 
If we put A, = (k/m)X then 
+A,) = Wh > i = 0, I)...) n. (3.11) 
It is sufficient to verify this for i = 0: 
a,(hJ = 1 - (A, , 0) = 1 - +- jJ aisi = --$ so . 
r=l 
Let S be the set of all simple roots q E l7, for which si = 0, let A, be the 
set of all positive roots, which are linear combinations of roots from S, and 
IV, be the (finite) group generated by reflections with respect to the roots 
from S. 
We choose a set Ws of representatives of right cosets of Ws in W. One 
of the ways of doing it is the following. W,T is a subgroup of finite index 
in W (see Proposition 3.4). In each coset (W,T)w C Wwe choose a representative 
which belongs to W. Let Ws be the obtained (finite) set of representatives. 
Then Ws = TWS is the desired set of representatives (there is a canonical 
way of choosing representatives Ws: in each coset W, w C Wwe take the unique 
element of minimal length [16]). 
Let zs be the corresponding to d, set of linear functions. Let ps (respec- 
tively, ps) be the half-sum of roots of A, (respectively, as) and let Ws be the 
corresponding to W, finite linear group. We fix a nice homomorphism $: W---f 
{fl} and put as+ = {a E As 1 #(a) = O}. We put for y E H*: 
We) = J-J& (Y + Ps 7 4NiJs 9 43 ds(Y) = dslW 
s 
Homomorphism # defines a Za-gradation L = Lo @ L1 if we put deg ei = $(a& 
i = o,..., n. We suppose for simplicity that LoI g. We put: 
lie = dim Li n Lo, Zi, = dim Li n L1, di = lie + li, = dimL, 
Now we define a homomorphism &: k[[e-%,..., e-mm]] -+ k[[Xj] in the follow- 
ing way. First we put ht = AA1 + thp, and define 4,” as follows: 
4;(e-%) = #(r,,) yw)dQ) 
We put CA = lim,,04At. It follows from (3.11) that 
i = O,..., 72. (3.12) 
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LetnowwEW,w=~.v,uEW~, v  E Ws. Since u(pJ = p1 and s(u) = 
ps - u(ps), we have 
--s(4@? = t(p.s 3 4?s) - Ps) = g4P.s 9 4r1Ps> -lFPs>~ 
From (3.5) we obtain: 
-4~(w+) 
:= -s(v)(u-‘(ht)) 
= g/w4T1i9 - 4) - ~~-YPs)l12 - lklP - 4) - ~~-YPs)l12 
= R/2(/1 v(PP) - 4 II2 - II g-9 - 4 II”) - @(f, 9 uk-‘a - 4-w;)). 
Since s(uv) = s(u) + us(v), we obtain: 
--s(uv)(ht) = g/2(/j v(g-$5) - A1 112 - 11 g-‘/T - A, 11”) 
+h?s 3 uv(g-$3 + ~(g-%.s - a) -g-'Ps). (3.13) 
Now from (3.13) it follows that: 
Therefore, in the same way as in Section 3.3 we obtain: 
4A (& E(W) ~-8~to~/w~, 44 +) 
= 7(&S 44 Q@J) Gwwa - a * (~s/2k)(llw(s-*P)-(kim)ll~-llg-‘p-(l/m 
(3.14) 
On the other hand we have from (3.12): 
$A (# aEAg,,, (1 - e-9) = $.i& - *r+miPu + *r+miP. (3.15) 
a+&A-As 
I f  we divide both sides of identity (1.5) by naedS (1 - e-&) = zuEw, C(W) e-s(~) 
and apply 4,, , we obtain from (3.14) and (3.15) the following identity: 
(3.16) 
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Now we need some elementary facts on the Mobius function pu. We recall that 
p is defined, for any positive integer n, by the following properties: r(l) = 1; 
cc(n) = (-l)“, if n is a product of k different primes; p(n) = 0 if n is divisible 
by a square # 1. The Miibius inversion formula states that if there is a sequence 
of integers rzr, n2 ,..., and 
dk = c ni, k = 1, 2,... 
ilk 
then 
(3.17) 
(The sign i 1 k means that i divides k and (a, b) denotes the greatest common 
divisor of the integers a and b.) 
PROPOSITION 3.6. Let dI , d, ,..., d, , dI ,... be a periodic with period m 
sequence of integevs and let tzl , n2 ,,., be a sequence given by (3.17). 
(a) I f  the follozuing property holds: 
(t, m) = (s, m) 3 d, = d, (*> 
then n* = 0 for k + m. In particular, n, = 0 for k > m. 
(b) Cm G = 4n . 
(c) If  (*) does not hold, then n, # 0 for in@ziteZy many k. 
Proof. Let k = ptk, , 9 is prime, p 7 k, , pt +’ m. Then n, can be written 
in the following form: nk = &k i(dpt, - d,t+J, and (*) implies that 71% = 0, 
which proves (a). Now from the Miibius inversion formula and (a) we obtain: 
4n = &I, nk = &lnk . (c) is also clear but we will not need it. 
Remark. Part (b) of Proposition 3.6 is equivalent to the following identity: 
DEFINITION. An automorphism o of order m is called rational if the property 
(*) holds for the sequence dI , d, ,.,., d, , dI , d, ,..., and $-rational if moreover 
(*) holds for the sequence tn, , I,, ,..., 1,, , In, ,... . 
It follows from Proposition 3.6(a) and the Mijbius inversion formula that if 
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(and only if) u is rational, the left-hand side of (3.16) can be expressed in terms 
of the function a(X) as follows: 
(3.19) 
where n, = Gilt d&t/i). 
We will prove later the following: 
THEOREM 3. If (T is a rational automorphism of order m, then the following 
“very strange” formula takes place: 
Now for a rational automorphism 0 from (3.16), (3.19) and (3.20) we obtain 
the following identity: 
I-I rl(Xi)“i = 1 ‘(W) d,(gw(g-ljj) - p) X(~s/2k)ll~~(s-‘~)-(lzim)njla. (3 21) 
ijm WEWS 
If u is a #-rational automorphism and we put nto = Gilt &,p(t/i), u = 0, 1, 
we obtain the following identity: 
l-I ~(Xi)nio-nf177(X2i)nil 
ilm 
= ,& c(w) z)(w) d,“(gw(g-lp) - ,Z) X(mg’2k)llw(g-1p)-(k’~)~lla. (3.22) 
EXAMPLE. We consider all of the rational automorphisms up to conjugation 
with dimfl = 1, and obtain the corresponding identities from (3.16) and 
(3.19). These rational automorphisms 0 are: (k, 1; 1) where k = 0, 1, 2, 3, 5, 
and (1,O; 2), (k, 1; 2), where k = 0, 1,2,4. It turns out that different pairs 
(a, #) can give the same identities. The full list of the obtained identities is as 
follows (in all cases the summation is over Z,): 
p(X) = c (- l)kXW?+“‘/2 (Euler, 1748) 
q(X)” = C (4k + 1) X2ka+, (Jacobi, 1828) 
y(x)2/+J(x2) = c (- l)kXk* (Gauss, , 1866) 
p(X2)2/qJ(X) = c x-+k (Gauss, , 1866) 
T(X~)~/P(X)~ = C (- 1)“(3k + 1) X3k”+2k (Gordon, , 1961) 
p(X)6/rp(X2)2 = c (6k + 1) X’3k’+k)‘2 (Gordon,, 1961) 
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9(X2) ql(X3)yp(X) 9)(X6) = c X(3k2+k)‘2 b-4 
F(X) p)(X6)2/cp(X2) fp(X3) = c (- l)“xs”*+= (new2) 
~(X)2cp(X8)/yl(X2) q?(X3) = Cf(h) X(kQ)‘2 (new31 
dX2)“d-X3Yd-X) 91(X8) = CfW xke (new A 
wheref(3K) = 1, f(3k + 1) = -1, f(3K - 1) = 0. 
Proof of Theorem 3. The proof uses the theory of automorphic forms. (I am 
obliged to Deligne and Kazhdan for this idea.) First we write out the defini- 
tions and theorems of this theory we need (see e.g., [17]). We put 
F(N) = I(: i) E sL(2,Z): (” T ’ d ” 1) = 0 mod N/ . 
We call an automorphic form of weight K (K positive half-integer) a holomorphic 
function f(z) on the complex upper half-plane for which 
ax + b 
f(--)= cz + d 4+-z + qff(z) 
for all (z i) E r(N) for some N, 
Let V be the n-dimensional vector space, M be a full lattice in I/ and F be a 
positive definite quadratic form on V with rational values in the points of M. 
Let d be the Laplace operator which corresponds to F and let p(x) be a 
homogeneous polynomial on V of degree I with rational values in the points 
of M, for which d *p(x) = 0. Let r be a vector from Q-span of M. Let x: M -+ Q 
be a mapping which is constant on any coset of a sublattice of M of finite index. 
Then the following “theta series” is a modular form of weight K = 1+ n/2: 
e(z) = C x(y)p(y + r) e2nizF(y+r). 
va4 
Since we can rewrite Euler’s formula in the following form: 
+() = c (-l)kX'l/6'(3k+1/2)2 
keZ 
we obtain that q(e2RiZ) is a modular form (of weight +). Therefore I-I9 T(esnisz)m. 
is a ratio of modular forms. 
Now taking into account (3.19) we can rewrite identity (3.16) in the following 
form: 
Xa fi rl(Xs)ng = c +) c d,(y + w(p) _ jj) ~~(~l2ks)lly+w(~)-(ku/~)~ll*. 
84 WE@ YEUM 
(3.23) 
where a is the difference between left-hand and right-hand sides of (3.20). 
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Now we put F(Y) = WW II Y II2 and P(Y) = flask, (Y, 4/(Ps ,4 If d 
is the Laplacian, corresponding to F, then O*?(y) = 0. The proof of this fact 
belongs to Deligne. Indeed, A* and vs commute (since F is w-invariant), P(Y) 
is clearly anti-invariant with respect to ms (i.e., zu&) = F(w)&)) and there- 
fore A*&) is also anti-invariant. But any anti-invariant polynomial is clearly 
divisible by p(r). So O*p(y) = 0. 
We put in (3.23) X = ezViz. Then the right-hand side of (3.23) is a finite 
sum of expressions of the form 
vzMp(y + r f b) eanizF(y+r). 
But P(Y + r + 4 = C s>. ~~p(~)(y + r), where again d’“pcs) = 0 (we use the 
Taylor expansion). So the right-hand side of (3.23) is a finite sum of modular 
forms of different weights. Therefore, we obtain from (3.23): 
ezoiazfO(z) = C fs(z), 
S>l 
where is(z) = &,, ols,reizz, s = 0, l,..., are modular forms, and 
where gs(z) = x /3s,leizz, s = l,..., t, are meromorphic functions with the 
following property: 
g,(4(2Nrx f 1)) = (2Nrz + 1 )“gs(4, TGZ 
So we obtain: 
(3.24) 
We put z = it in (3.24) and let t tends to co. Then the left-hand side of (3.24) 
approaches the number exp(Gu/Nr), and the limit of the right-hand side 
of (3.24) does not depend on r. Therefore n = 0, which proves the Proposition. 
Remark (a). The same argument shows that the “very strange” formula 
(3.20) is true in a more general case of Lie superalgebras (if we put di = 
dim& - dimL,i and define ,5 as the difference between the half-sums of 
positive even end positive odd roots) and any special node (if we put 
g = (a/2)(l~ a-lB t p !I2 - 11 p II”)). 
Remark (b). It follows from Proposition 3.6 that the automorphic form 
of (3.22) (with X = ezniz) has weight I,,, = dim@, r\LO). 
Remark (c). Identity (3.21) (and analogously (3.22)) can be rewritten in 
the following form: 
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where ws C WC W is a finite set, for which W = WsTWS, M is a lattice 
generated by the vectors CL E r(P). 
In particular, case S = II of (3.22) g ives the identities of Section 3.3. For 
m = K = 1 (3.22) turns into (3.8) and Theorem 3 into the “strange” formula 
of Freudental-de Vries. 
The following information about the rational automorphisms is useful. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. Let L be a $nzte-dimensional semisimple Lie algebra and 
let o be an automorphism of finite order m of L with the corresponding Z/mZ- 
gradation L = @ Li . 
(a) Automorphism G is rational if and only if its characteristic polynomial 
has rational coefhcients. 
(b) There exists only a Jinite number of rational automorphisms of L. 
(c) Any automorphism of L of order 1, 2, 3, 4 and 6 as rataonal. 
(d) If  there exists only one automorphism o up to conjugation with a given 
subalgebra L, , given k = 1,2, 3 and given order m, then u is rational. 
(e) If o is rational, then ut, t E Z, is also rational. 
(f)i. For the automorphism o of type (2, l,..., I ; 1) of all simple Lie algebras 
and for the automorphism of type (2, 1, l,..., 1; 2) for A,, one has: dim L, = n, 
i = O,..., m - 1. In particular, o is rational. 
ii. Let u be an automorphism of type (1, l,..., 1; k) of L, and n be the 
rank of Lo . Let h(L) = k CL, a, be the order of o (h, = h is the Coxeter number). 
Then there exists a sequence of integers 1 = ml”’ < .‘. < rniiLkL. = h(k) - 1, 
for which: 
dimLi = n if i # m(sl), dimLmo) = n + (multiplicity mLk)). 
d 
iii. The numbers mjk), mik3,... are the exponents of L if k = 1 and are 
given by the following table if k = 2 or 3: 
A 2n , k = 2: 1, 3, 5,. . . ,2n - 1,2n + 3,. . . , 4n + 1 
Aa+i, k = 2: 1, 3, 5 ,..., 4n - 3 
D n+l , k = 2: 1,3, 5 ,..., 2n + 1 
E,, k = 2: 1, 5,7, 11, 13, 17 
D,, k = 3: 1, 5, 7, 11. 
One also has rn!‘) + rntk) L ranBL--i = hck). 
(g) Let k = 1, 2, 3 be given. We call the automorphism of type (so ,..., s, ; k) 
regular if Lo has the minimal possible dimension. Then there exists at most one 
up to conjugation regular with given k automorphism: 
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i. of order h(k) (its type is (I, I,..., I ; k); this order is the smallest 
possible one), 
ii. of order h + 1 zf k = 1 (its type is (2, I,..., 1; I)), 
iii. of order 4n + 1 ;f k = 2, L = Azn (its type is (2, I,..., 1; 2)), 
iv. for which dimLi = dim L, , i = l,..., m - 1 [they are listed in ii, iii). 
(h) Let u be an automorphism of type (1, I ,..., 1; k) of L, let d, = dim Li 
and n, = zilS p(s/i)d; and suppose that L is simp<v laced ;f k = I. Then the 
following relations take place: 
n, =n+ 1; Ith(“) = -1; 
ni = 0 if i r h(k); ni = -nj = 1 OY 0 if zj’ = h(l-‘), i f  I; 
~sn,=O if k=l. 
Proof. (a) and (b) are evidently true. (c) follows from dimLi = dim L,,-i . 
(d) is true since if 08 is conjugate to o for every s with (s, m) = 1, then u is 
rational. (e) follows from (a) and (g) follows from (d) and Proposition 3.5. The 
last formula in (h) (cf. [4]) . 1s a consequence of the very strange formula; all the 
other formulas in (h) I can verify only directly. (f)i for k = 1 see e.g. in [l], (f)ii 
and (f)iii for k = 1 see in [15]. (f)ii for k = 2, 3 follows from Proposition 3.8(b) 
below by making use of the covering mapping. The exponents rnjk) is easy to 
compute by making use of the fact that (3 is rational. 
PROPOSITION 3.8. Let G = Lck)/C = oipz xiLimodk be a Lie algebra over 
complex$eld k = C, let ei ,fi , hi, i = 0 ,..., n, be the generators of G (introduced 
in the beginning of the section) and let ( , ) be a standard bilinear form on G. 
(a) (cf. [23]) Let w be an involutive antilinear automorphism of G, for which 
w(G) = -fi 7 4fd = --ei , w(hi) = -hi , i = 0, I,.. . , n. 
Then (u, v)~ = -(u, W(V)) is a Hermitian positive-definite form on L, ad u and 
-ad W(U) being conjugate operators with respect to this form. 
(b) (I am grateful to the authors of [24] for asking me to prove this state- 
ment). W set deg ei = -deg fi = 1, deg hi = 0, i = 0 ,..., n; let G = 
Q&Z Gi be the corresponding Z-gradation. Let e = CT=, ciei E G, , where ci E C*, 
and let A = BieZ Ai be the centralizer of e in G. Then A is a commutative algebra 
and 
dim Ai = multiplicity rnr) if i E mik)(mod h(k)), ;4, = 0 otherwise, 
dim Gi/AI = n, i6Z. 
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Proof. (a) By (1.4) (GE , G& = 0 if 01 # p. Therefore we have to show 
that the restriction of ( , ),, to G is positive definite for each 01. For a = 01~ 
we have: (ei , ei), = (ei ,fi) = *([hi, ei],fi) = &(A,, h,) > 0 by (1.4). Let I%’ 
be a subgroup in Aut G, generated by the automorphisms oi, i = O,..., n, 
constructed in the proof of Lemma 1.2. m evidently commutes with w. There- 
fore, we obtain that ( , )a is positive definite on G, if u is a real root and also 
that the restriction of ( , )s on G, is p-invariant, if y  is an imaginary root. 
It remains to prove that ( , )0 is positive definite on each G, , where y  = sy, 
: E Z. To prove it we note that the representation of the finite group W = @’ / G,, 
in G, is irreducible, except for G = Ai:, y  = (2s + 1)s. Indeed, for y  = slzS it 
is the action of the Weyl group of L,, on R, which is irreducible. By Fig. 1 we 
clearly have to check the statement only in the cases A& and Ei2) and y  = 6. 
Direct verification shows that the group w acts irreducibly in these cases. 
Therefore we obtain that the restriction of ( , ),, to G, is a multiple with a constant 
complex factor c, of a positive-definite form (for A’,“,’ we check it directly). 
By Lemma 1.2 the adjoint representation of (ei , hi ,fi) in G is a direct 
sum of finite-dimensional irreducible representations: G = 0, Vf). Since 
( , )0 is positive on each G, for a real root 01 we obtain that ( , ),, is positive 
on each I’,:), which is not l-dimensional. Since clearly each G, has a nonzero 
intersection with Vji) for some i and s we obtain that c, is a positive real number. 
This completes the proof of positivity of ( , ),, . 
Finally, we have: ((ad u)y, z>,, = -([w yl, W(Z)) = (y, [u, 4~>1) = 
(y, w((ad wu)x) = -(JJ, (ad ~+)a, which proves that -ad wu is a conjugate 
operator to ad U. 
(b) Since all the elements of the form C ciei , ci E C*, are equivalent 
with respect to the automorphisms of G, given by ei ---f cyei , hi -+ hi ,fi + a-‘fi , 
we are allowed to use any choice of Q’S. We set e = x a:/‘ei , f = C a:‘“fi , 
where ai’s are the numerical labels from Tables l-3. Since [e, f ]  = -2 a$, = 0 
and f  = -w(e), we obtain by (a) that the operator ade commutes with its 
conjugate operator adf. Let B, be the orthogonal complement to -gi in Gi 
with respect to ( , )a . The subspace A and therefore the subspace B = oi Bi 
is ade- and udf-invariant. The kernels of ude and udf on B are trivial. Since 
[e, BJ C B,+l and [f, BJ C BiM1 we obtain that dim Bi = dim B, = n, which 
proves that dim G,/Ai = n. 
The covering mapping x: L(“‘)/C -L (given by h: H 1) induces a Z/h(“)Z- 
gradational = @Li , such that rr(Gi) = Limodhckj . Clearly x(A) is the centralizer 
of n(e) in L and L = +A) @ n(B) is a direct sum of ad v(e)-invariant subspaces. 
Therefore, n(e) is a semisimple element of L. I claim that dim n(A) = rank L. 
It follows from the fact that dim Bi = n, i E Z, and the following formula, 
which can be verified directly: 
&z(~) = dim L - rank L. 
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It proves that z-(A) is a Cartan subalgebra of L, and therefore, that the algebra A 
is commutative. 
The proof of Proposition 3.8 (and 3.7(f)) is completed. 
Remark (a). If (T is a regular rational automorphism the corresponding 
identity (3.25) looks as follows: 
Remark (b). The automorphism of A,, of type (2, l,..., 1; 2) produces a 
new expansion of TV (cf. [4]). 
Remark (c). In the case of the automorphism of type (2, I,..., 1; 1) the 
very “strange” formula turns into the following formula, obtained in [4] by 
case by case verification: 
II j - p’/2(h + 1)ll” = n/2+ + I), 
where fi (respectively, p’) is a half-sum of positive roots 01 (respectively, dual 
roots 01’) of the simple Lie algebra L, 12 is the rank of L, h is the Coxeter number, 
and the scalar product is the canonical one. 
Remark (d). The automorphism u of type (1, I,...; k) of L leaves invariant 
a subalgebra conjugate to LO and induces on it a rational automorphism of 
order h(“). This automorphism of &, is called in [3] a principal element of type p. 
We note also that Theorem 3.1 from [3] can be obtained from (3.16) if we put 
in it m = 1, # = 1 and choose for Ws the set of representatives of cosets W,w 
of minimal length. 
Remark (e). Proposition 3.8(b) for k = 1 is a consequence of Kostant’s 
paper [15], where he also proved that exp(2?m2,i/h) are eigenvalues of the 
Coxeter element. Lusztig informed me that Steinberg introduced “twisted” 
Coxeter elements. The details can be found in Springer’s article “Regular 
elements of finite reflection groups,” Invent. Math. 25, 159-198 (1974). From 
this article and Proposition 3.7(g)i it follows that the automorphism of type 
(1, l,..., 1; k) induces on Cartan subalgebra, which is the centralizer of ~~~, Z< , 
the endomorphism cck) which is the Coxeter element for k = 1 and the 
“twisted” Coxeter element for k = 2, 3. Proposition 3.7 also implies that the 
eigenvalues of cck) are exp(2=m~k)Qz(k)), s = I,..., rank L. 
3.5. Identities Connected with the Character Formula. Let G = Lfkj be 
a contragredient Lie superalgebra from Tables 1-4. We fix a special node 
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p = p, and identify the subspace (hl ,..., h,) of H with i7 by hi +-+ hi . An 
element X E P = H* @F we can consider as a linear function on H; we denote 
by x E R* its restriction on E. As before, P+ = {X E P 1 h(h,) E Z,}. We 
consider the linear action of IV on P: r#) = h - X(hi)ai , i = O,..., n, X E P. 
Let V(A) be a nontrivial simple G-module with dominant highest weight 
A (C H* n P+) and let R(A) C P be the set of all weights of the module V(A) 
(without taking into account the multiplicities). A weight p E R(A) we call 
maximal if TV E P+ and p + 6 # R(A). 
PROPOSITION 3.8. (a) If /\ E R(A), then h - k6 E R(A), k EZ, . 
(b) Any maximal we&ht has the form A - /3, where p = xr=, kicui , 
ki E Z, , satis$es the following conditions: 
(P, ai’) < 4h), i = l,..., 12, (A 0”) > --a 4&J. 
There exists only a jinite number of maximal weights in R(A). 
(c) Let pl ,..., pS be all the maximal weights in R(A). Then 
R(A) = {w&J - k8, w E W, i = l,..., s, k EZ+). 
(d) Let hi(k) be the multiplicity of the weight pi - k8, (pi, i = l,..., s, 
are all the maximal weights). Then the character of V(A) can be written in the 
following form: 
(3.26) 
(where w(pFLi) can be computed by Proposition 3.4(c).) 
Proof. To prove (a) we can assume that h E P+ (since any weight can be carried 
by W into P+). It follows from Proposition 2.6(a) that h(h,) > 0 for some i. 
Therefore (h, 6) > 0 and (a) follows from Proposition 2.6(b). 
It is clear that if A - p is a maximal weight, then p satisfies the mentioned 
conditions. Since there exists only a finite number of such /3 modulo QS, we 
obtain (b). 
(c) follows from (a) since W(6) = 6 and any weight can be carried by W 
into Pf. (d) follows from (b) and (c). 
Now let G = G(A) be any contragredient Lie (for simplicity) algebra with 
the symmetrizable Cartan matrix A, and let V(A) be a simple G(A)-module 
with dominant highest weight A. Formula (2.8) can be rewritten as follows: 
(3.27) 
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Both sides of this identity are formal series from k[[e-%,..., e-mn]]. We consider 
a specialization $ of (3.27) defined by: 
+(evai) = X, 
If p” E H* is defined by the formulas 
i = o,..., 72. 
(P’, %) = 1, i = o,..., n, 
then evidently+(e-O) = XC”“+), a E F. Let now d’ be the system of positive roots 
for the Lie algebra G(F) (T means the transposition of a matrix). We identify 
subspaces H’s for G(A) and G(K) in the natural way. The identity (1.5) 
gives : 
(3.28) 
By a standard method (see, for instance, the proof of Proposition 3.2 or text- 
book [22]) we obtain for h E H*: 
4 (; c(w) efc(A)-A) = n (1 - X(A*a)). 
ae3’ 
Therefore from (3.27) we obtain 
$(e-d ch T/(/l)) = n (1 - X’“+‘s”‘)/(l - X(O*~)). 
asA” 
(3.29) 
Remark (a). Th e numerator (respectively, denominator) of the right-hand 
side of (3.29) is the specialization of the left-hand side of (3.28), which corre- 
sponds to the automorphism of type (A(&) + l,..., J/z,) + 1; k) (respectively, 
(1, 1,-v 1; k)) where k is the number of the Table, containing G(M). 
Remark (b). If we take a specialization 4i defined by &(e+) = X(o*a), 
we obtain in the same way the following decomposition: 
&(e-” ch V(n)) = n (1 - X(“f~*~))/(l - X(0+)). 
LTEA 
Now we return back to the Lie algebras G from Tables l-3. 
We will denote the highest weight (1 by the sequence of nonnegative integers 
Pwd, -w,)Y, fl(h,)). Using Proposition 3.8(b) it is not difficult to obtain 
the full list of (essentially different) G-modules V(A), for which the only 
maximal weight is /l. It is as follows (we use the natural ordering of the nodes 
of the diagrams of Tables 1-3 from the left to the right): 
I (1, 0,O ,..., 0) for A!‘, Dy, E$‘, Ep’, EF’. 
II (1 , 0,O) for Dp. 
III (0, 1) for A:’ and (1, 1) for At’. 
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For all the representations of this list we will find an explicit expression of 
ch V(cl) = C (dim V,) e,‘. 
First, for all G-modules of I and II formula (3.26) turns by Proposition 3.4(c) 
into the following formula: 
where a(k) is the multiplicity of the weight fl - k6. 
Let now k’(A) b e one of the G-modules of list I. Then G/C = L(i), where 
L is a simple Lie algebra of type A, , D, , E, , E, , Es. Let R be the system 
of nonzero roots of L, Q be the lattice generated by the vectors of R and h 
be the Coxeter number of L. We have: 11 0 II2 = h-l, p’ = 2h& (6, p) = h, 
QVl = hQ. 
Let cr be an automorphism of type (1, l,..., I; l)(of order h) of the Lie algebra L, 
let L = @Li be the corresponding Z/hZ-gradation of L, and di = dimLi 
and let n, = xi/s d&s/i). Then from Proposition 3.7(h) we obtain: 
det(u - xl) = n (1 - Xi)nhli = (1 - A)” n (1 - Ai)--nj. 
i[h ijh 
(3.31) 
Now we apply the specialization 4 to both sides of (3.30). From formula 
(3.29), the remark after this formula and Proposition 3.7(f)i we obtain: 
One also has: 
$(e-d ch V(Q) = v(X)” n q(Xi)-‘Q. 
ilh 
(3.32) 
+ (yElF2M exp - II 0 ll”V Y /I2 6 + 7)) = vFo Xilh~+Pii*--I~P~ia. 
On the other hand, there is the following identity: 
(3.33) 
c Xllh~+PIla-IIPII’ = ?(Xh)n&()” n v(Xi)-*i. (3.34) 
YE0 ip 
By the very strange formula and (3.31) this identity is an equivalent form of 
identity (8.16) from [I] (which can be obtained from (3.5) by the specialization 
e-8t-+ X, e-Q b-+ w, i = l,..., n, where w is a primitive root of degree h of 
unity [I]). 
By (3.34) the ratio of the left-hand sides of (3.32) and (3.33) is r~(Xh)-~. 
Therefore, from (3.30) we obtain: 
+ (i. a(k) e-T8) = go a(r) Xhr = P(X~)-~. (3.35) 
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We introduce the function r ~-+p(~)(r) by the formula 
l$$x>-n = f p@)(r) X’. 
7=0 
The function #l)(r) = p(v) is the classical partition function. 
We can write now (3.35) as follows: 
a(r) = p(r). (3.36) 
So we obtain the following expression for the characters of the representations 
of list I: 
e--l ch V(n) = ( i p(“)(r) e-rd) (zoexp - (h jl y iI2 6 + y)) . (3.37) 
7-O 
This formula together with (2.8), (3.5) and Proposition 3.4(c) gives the following 
multivariable identity (here X = e@): 
= gl ,?, (1 - Xi ea) 1 Xhllylla ey. 
YE0 
(3.38) 
We note that the specialization ey --+ 1 of (3.37) gives the following identity: 
c 4th + lb> x m/h+l)l;v+Pll~ = &y)nh c XGJllZ. 
Y=(h+l) 0 YE0 
Remark. In the original version of the article I conjectured formula (3.36) 
and showed (by the same method) that it was equivalent to some identities. 
Andrews showed me how to prove these identities in the cases AC) and Da) 
and finally Macdonald pointed out to me that identity I needed was exactly 
identity (8.16) he had proved in [l]. 
For the representation II one has: 
z. a(r) x* = v(X)-$(X3)-1. 
This formula can be obtained by the same method. The identity we need 
in this case can be obtained by the same specialization as (8.16) in [I]. It was 
also communicated to me by Macdonald. 
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For the case Ai” formula (3.37) turns into the following 
u = e-%, 0 = e-5 ): 
CL& n(3n+l)fp(3n-2) _ Un(3n+1)0(n+1)(3n+l) 1 
J&(1 - U”V”)(l - VW-l)(l - Un-rZ)*) 
= (&p(n) u...) ( f uw+~) . 
VI=-cc 
identity (we put 
(3.39) 
This identity was recently obtained by Feingold and Lepowsky by direct 
computation of multiplicities a(n) by “star” formula (see the Remark before 
Proposition 3.9). 
Remark. Let h be a maximal weight of the G-module I’(A) and let C(Y) be 
the multiplicity of the weight h - rS. Then if G is a contragredient Lie algebra 
from Table 1, (of rank 71 + l), then 
C(Y) > c(O)pyr). 
If G is from Table 2 and dim G, = I, then 
i. c(r) X’ 3 40) dmzdx2)z-n. 
For G = Di3’ 
Indeed, L = (h6 ; Gt, , t E 2) is an infinite-dimensional Heisenberg algebra. 
Let L- = (h, ; Gts, t > 0) CL, and let (v} be a one-dimensional L--module 
defined by G,,(v) = 0, h,(v) = h(h,)w. Then the induced L-module 
U(L) &L-j (v) is simple. It proves the desired inequalities. 
For the representations from I and II these inequalities turn into equalities. 
In general case we obtain inequalities between various partition functions. 
Using the same method as in the preceeding example we find now the explicit 
form of the character formula for several “small” representations of Air). 
(a) fl = (1,O). See formula (3.39). 
(b) (1 = (1, 1). Specializing (3.26) by 4 and using Gauss, identity we 
obtain: 
g(n) X” = &(l - xm)-r(l - X2”-Y* 
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The character formula has the following form: 
Cn”,-& n(4n+2Jvn(4n-2) _ U"(4n+2)v(n'1)(4n+2) ) 
n;c&( 1 - zPO”)( 1 - zPz+)( 1 - 24”~121”) 
(c) A = (2,0). Th ere are two maximal weights: (1 and fl - OL,, . Let 
a(n) and b(n) be the multiplicities of fl - nS and fl - 01s - nS, respectively. 
Specializing (3.26) by 4 an using the Gauss, identity we obtain: d 
go u(n) X2” + b(n) x2”+’ = fj (1 - X4”)-‘(1 - X4n-l)-l(l _ X4+3)-1. 
That is, a(n) (respectively, b(n)) is the number of partitions of 2n (respectively, 
2n + 1) into parts +2 mod 4. The character formula has the following form: 
C,m,_,(Un(4n+l)Zln(4n-3) _ Un(4n+l)cO(n+l)(4n+1)) 
n,m=,(l - uV)(l - z&n-l)(l - ZPlV”) 
(d) (1 = (3,0). There are two maximal weights, /l and (1 - 0~~. Let 
u(n) and b(n) be the multiplicities of (1 - nS and (1 - 01~ - nS, respectively. 
Specializing (3.26) by + and using the Gauss, and new, identities we obtain 
the following ugly formula: 
= ip (1 _ XZn-l)-l(l _ X5+2)-1(1 _ X5+3)-1. 
?kl 
We consider now G = Ai2) and its representation with the highest weight (0, 1). 
Specializing (3.26) by 4 an d using the newI identity (of Section 3.4) we obtain 
that the multiplicity of A - nS is equal to p(n). 
The character formula has the following form: 
CEmm Un(2n-1)u2n(2ntl) _ U(2ntl)(n+l)~z,zn(2n+1) 
n;==,(l _ Unv27(l - U+lw2n-l)(1 _ unv2n-1)(1 - U2n-lv4n)(l - U2n--1w4n--4j 
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Remark. If G(A, ) T occurs in Tables O-4 and V = F’(n) is a simple G(A, T)- 
module with dominant highest weight, then formula (2.8) is equivalent to the 
following “star” formula: 
s C(W) dim VA+s(W) = 0, h E R(A) - A. 
Indeed, the proof (see e.g. [13]) of this fact uses only the fact that w(X + p) # 
(1 + p, which stands in our case since it is easy to deduce from Proposi- 
tion lS(c)iv, that (fl + p, (1 + p) > (I\ + p, h + p). I do not know if the 
“star” formula is true in general case. 
PROPOSITION 3.9. Let V - V(A,) @ V(A,) be a telzror product of the G(A, T)- 
modules with the dominant highest weights. 
(a) The simple subquotients of V are modules with dominant highest weights 
of the form A, + h, , X, being a weight of V(A,). 
(b) If  GM > ’ f  r 2s rom Tables 1-4, then V is completely reducible and the 
highest weights of simple submodules of V have the form A, + hg) - tS, where 
{hf’} is a Jinite set and t runs through Z, . 
Proof. (a) follows from the remarks in Section 2.5. (b) follows from Proposi- 
tion 2.8 and the proof of Proposition 3.8. 
Using the specialization $, and (3.29) it is not difficult to find the multi- 
plicities of simple submodules of tensor products for “small” representations. 
EXAMPLE. Let G = Air). 
(a) (ch V((l, 0))‘) = x& a(k) ch V((2,O) - k6 - CQ) 
+ b(k) ch V((2,O) - k6). 
The following formula takes place: 
f  a(k) X2” + b(k) X2k+l = fi (1 + Xsk-r), 
k=O X=1 
i.e., a(k) (respectively, b(k)) is the number of distinct partitions of 2k (respec- 
tively, 2k + 1) into odd different parts. 
(b) ch V((1, 0)) . ch V((0, 1)) = CE==, a(k) ch V((1, 1) - k8). The follow- 
ing formula takes place: 
f  a(k) Xk = fi (1 + Xk), 
k=O k-l 
i.e., a(k) is the number of distinct partitions of k into different parts. 
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Remark (a). The Steinberg’s formula for the multiplicities of simple submo- 
dules in tensor product of G-modules V(fl,) and V(fl,) holds if G = G(A, T), A is 
symmetrizable and II, , /l, are dominant. Indeed the proof (see e.g. [13]) 
uses only formula (2.9) and the fact that if X E P+ and w(h + p) - p E P+, 
then u! = 1. This fact can be proved by the same argument as the fact that 
B+(A) = C/J in the proof of Theorem 1. 
Remark (b). We introduce functions K,,, on P by setting K,(y) equal to 
the number of finite sets {a%}, n, E Z, for cy cd, , nor = 0 or 1 for CY E d, and 
n, = 0 for a: of height &n, such that y  = CaEdn,a! (note that K-(X) = K(-A) 
is the Kostant function). Now in (2.9) we set (1 = 0 and X = --y, where y  has 
height m. We obtain the following formula: 
dim G,, = -c C(W) K&y - s(w)) 
U, 
This formula allows to compute multiplicities of the roots by induction on m. 
Remark (c). The relations degei = -degf, = 1, deghi = 0, i = I,..., n, 
define Z-gradations: G(A) = 9 Gi and G(J) = @ GiT. Applying C$ to (2.7) 
we obtain: 
This formula allows to compute dim G, by induction and, in particular, shows 
that dim Gi = dim G,r(cf. [24]). 
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